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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

FACULTY SENATE MEETING· May 17, 1995

Sidney Nesselroad
Susan Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3: I 0 p.m.
ROLLCALL
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators of their Alternates were present except Carbaugh, Christie, Hawkins, Myers, Olson,
Roberts, Rubin, and Yeh.
Greg Alarid, David Cornelius, Sally Winkle, Dave Daugharty, Gary Heesacker, Barbara Radke,
Robert Jacobs, Beverly Heckart, Ken Briggs, John Gregor, Nancy Howard, and Clara Baker.

CHANGES TO AGENDA
None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of April 26, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting have not yet been distributed; they are available electronically on
$GOCAT [menu path: 7>5> 13>7].
COMMUNICATIONS
-514195 memo with revised policy draft Robert Jacobs, Chair-Ad Hoc Committee on Consensual Relationships; see
Committee report below.
·
-5/10/95 memo from Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee regarding proposed committee reorganization; see
Academic Affairs Committee report below.
REPORTS

1.

CHAIR
*MOTION NO. 3013 Ken Gamon moved and .Eric Roth seconded a motion to approve the membership of
the 1995-96 Faculty Senate Grievance Committee, as follows :
FACULTY GRIEVANCE COMMITI'EE ·

Reports to:
Purpose:

Membership:

President
Resolve, by informal means, specific grievances, disputes or conflicts of faculty
members and recommends action to the President. (Members appointed by the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee and ratified by the Faculty s·enate.)
6 faculty (3 regular members and 3 alternates)

REGULAR MEMBERS:
Jack Dugan, faculty (Sociology) .............. .. .. ................ ........ ..... (1 yr)
Patrick O'Shaughnessy, faculty (Accounting) ....... . ....... . .. .... . ..... . ........ (2 yrs)
Nancy Jurenka, faculty (Education) . ~ . : ....... . ...... .. ................... ... (3 yrs)
ALTERNATE MEMBERS:
Jim Hawkins, · faculty (Theatre Arts) ............ . ................ .. ........... (1 yr)
Catherine Bertelson, faculty (BEAM) ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2 yrs)
Corwin King, faculty (Communication) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 yrs)
Motion passed.

• ••••

-Chair Nesselroad distributed oopies of the proposed 1996-97 and 1997-98 quarterly calendars as submitted
to Deans' Council for review. He instructed Senators to share the proposed schedules With their departments
and be prepared to vote on the proposals at the May 31, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting.
-1-
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FACULTY SENATE MEETING- May 17, 1885

CHAIR. eontlnued
-Chair Nesselroad reported that the combined memberships of the 1994-95 and 1995-96 Faculty Senate
Executive Committees met to make recommendations for 1995-96 University Standing Committee faculty
appointments. The Executive Committees also made recommendations for reorganization of several committee
structures as a result of the reorganization of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences to a College of Arts and
Humanities and a College of Behavioral, Natural and Social Sciences. The recommendations for committee
service and reorganization have been submitted to Deans' Council and the President for approval.
-The results of the 1994-95 Faculty Opinion Survey of Administrators will be distributed at the May 31, 1995,
Faculty Senate meeting.
-Deans' Council will be considering the following issues as upcoming agenda items: student teaching vouchers;
' early declaration of majors; released time and assignment of faculty workloads; non-traditional hiring practices
(adjunct salaries); student evaluation of instruction at extended degree centers; library collection/development;
DARS (degree audit system); and department chair stipends. Faculty members who would like more
information concerning these topics are encouraged to contact the Faculty Senate Chair.
-Chair Nesselroad distributed a May 9, 1995, statement signed by all members of the Council of Presidents in
support of funding for public higher education.
-Chair Nesselroad reported that he participated in university budget hearings last week. Several funding
categories were moved to the "fixed cost" area of the budget (e.g., extended degree center leases; funding for
promotions), which leaves fewer discretionary funds but accurately reflects actual requirements and practices.

*•••United Faeulty of Central
Chair Nesselroad distributed copies of his March 13, 1995, letter to the Board of Trustees, in which
he forwarded Faculty Senate Motion No. 2996 (request for Board to reconsider its 1/27/95 motion rejecting the
request of United Faculty of Central to hold an election for collective bargaining). Chair Nesselroad reminded
the Faculty Senate that the Board chose not to respond to the March 13, 1995, letter but verbally invited Faculty
Senate participation in its next retreat (tentatively scheduled for Fall 1995). The Senate Executive Committee
is considering who will be asked to attend the Board retreat on behalf of the Faculty Senate and how issues will
be represented.
Greg Alarid, AFTINEA representative, introduCed faculty members from Eastern Washington
University who participated in the United Faculty of Eastern/Eastern Washington University negotiated
collective bargaining agreement: Sally A. · Winkle (Modern Language and Literature, PresidentUFE/AFTINEA), Dave Daugharty (Math, Bargaining Committee-UFE/AFTINEA), David L. Cornelius
(Communication Studies). The E.W.U. representatives distributed information concerning the details of their
collective bargaining agreement and pointed out that this agreement, unlike the advisory Bylaws previously in
effect, is a legally binding document. They explained that, prior to bargaining, UFE conducted a faculty survey
to ascertain faculty priorities, which were ascertained as: enhanCed faculty salaries, support for research and
travel, library support, and strengthening the grievance procedure. The four year contract began in April 1995
and will include increased funding for faculty promotions, travel, and summer research grants, as well as a
significantly stronger grievance procedure and a more open budgeting process. Senators questioned where the
increase in salary monies would come from, how the E.W.U. administration responded to the contract, whether
departments or programs would be terminated to fund the contract, how much union dues cost, and how the
role of the E.W.U. Faculty Senate would change. E.W.U. representatives responded that internal reallocation
of funding and an equity program would provide salary increases, and iiicreased enrollment and productivity
would result directly in increased faculty salaries. The E.W.U. administration is supportive of the contract,
which has brought a new spirit of cooperation to relationships between faculty, the Board, administrators and
the Faculty Senate. The contract requires continual program review, but faculty will be allowed the option of
retraining in cases of program or department reductions. There is continuing pressure from many sou.rces for
larger class sizes, but faculty loads will not be increased under the contract, and a maximum ratio of fulltime/part-time faculty (75%/25%) has been formalized. Union dues have been assessed at a flat rate of
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
1.

CHAIR. continued
United Faculty of Central, continued
$450/year per faculty member, but discussion continues concerning this rate, and faculty salBIY increases were
described as more than compensating for the amount paid in dues. The E.W.U. Faculty Senate will totally
concentrate its ·energies on "academic" matters (e.g., curriculum). A student Senator questioned the affect on
students of a potential faculty labor strike, and E.W.U. representatives responded thAt the E.W.U. faculty does
not generally feel that a strike is a way to settle issues in an academic institution, and although there is no intent
to threaten students, the E.W.U. representatives expressed hope that the faculty would have the support of the
students in the even of a strike. The E.w.u : contract was descri'bed as a "living agreement" based on a
collabOrative model that should be used as a tool in cooperative relationships.
United Faculty of Central member Dan Ramsdell distributed a May 17, 1995, letter ·from
UFC/AFTINEA to all Senators and transmitt¢ two May 9, 1995, letters from UFC to the President of the
Washington State Labor Council (AFL-CIO) and to the Executive Director of the Washington Education
Association.

2.

PROVOSTNICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Provost Thomas Moore reported on the impact of Initiative #601 on the state budgeting process and
commented that higher education cannot pursue an ideology of quality, excellence, access and diversity without
adequate funding. The Provost stated that an attempt was made in this year's internal budgeting process to more
closely identity "fixed costs" (e.g., utilities, classified staff step increases, etc.) and "university requirements"
(e.g., faculty promotions, leases, searches, start-up costs, etc.). He explamed that this revised per~pective on
resource allocation should prove beneficial for the academic affairs area.

3.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Chair Charles McGehee presented for discussion the Academic Affairs Committee's May 10, 1995,
report and recommendation concerning the Committee's reorganization. He explained that the academic policy
making process has become fragmented and decentralized, and the proposed reorganization of the Academic
Affairs Committee would provide more continuity in the process. He added that the proposed reorganization
represents a compromise among several parties, and some individuals feel that administrators would have too
much control of the committee. Provost Moore reported that he was aware of policy gaps and lack of linkage
within the institution, but stated that his concept of collegial governance would place policy making authority
at the grassroots (e.g., departmental and college) level rather than with the Fac~lty Senate. The Provost stated
that the Senate should be a reviewing body in the role of an educational policy council rather than an academic
affairs group, and appropriate coriunittee makeup is more important than the distinction between voting/nonvoting membership. Senator McGehee stated that committee function was probably more important than name,
and the changes that are suggested are iittended to be least disturbing and disruptive. Senators questioned how
much additional work would be involved for the faculty members who would serve on the reorganized
committee. Senator McGehee replied that a high level of commitment and dedicated time would be expected
from knowledgeable members chosen to serve on the committee, and it is expected that a regular meeting time
would be established and support services would be provided through the Provost's office. The report will be
placed for a vote on' the Senate's May 31, 1995.

Prooosal regarding autming (unclions of the former Undergraduate Council to the
Faculty Senate Academic AtTain Committee
In a memo dated January 4, 1995, Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee was charged to
examine the feasibility of assigning to the Academic Affairs Committee the functions of the former
Undergraduate Council which was abolished in 1992. In response to this charge, the Academic Affairs
Committee submits the following proposal:
Since the abolition of both the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Undergraduate
Council, policy making and review has become fragmented and scattered in a number of places across campus.
As a result, no one person or body has general oversight responsibilities over academic policy. This

)

..
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
means that policy tnay be created, modified, ignored or abandoned without adequate discussion, review or
coordination. It further means that faculty, students and administrators often do not know what university
standards and expectations are or who is responsible for what, when and under what circumstances.
The Committee has discussed the matter within itseJf and met with the Dean of Academic Services,
Jim Pappas, the Special Assistant to the Provost and former Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Don Schliesman
as well as the Dean of Graduate Studies, Gerry Stacy. The Committee Chair has also met with the Provost to
discuss the matter. The committee also considered other options, notably, the policy used at Western
Washington University. As the result of these deliberations the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the
following:
1.
The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee should assume role of the former Undergraduate
Council thereby becoming the center of initiation, review and change of Academic Policy at CWU.
The current role and position of the faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee is well-suited. to
taking on such an assignment. Its history has been one of periodic involvement in academic policy
formulation and is therefore already well-known. Further, it enjoys a focal position withiD. university
goveril!Ulce. Expanding on the known and familiar, we believe, is speedier and potentially less
disruptive than creating something totally new.
· 2.
The current structure of the committee, as defined by the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, is not adequate
to the new task. The workload and need for more broadly based deliberation requires a larger number
and greater variety of participants than is currently the case.
We believe the Committee should consist of eight faculty members, two from each; of the four
schools, and two students representing the ASCWU. In addition, the Provost or designee, a
representative of the academic deans, and the Chair of Chairs should serve ex officio (without vote).
The committee would therefore be comprised of thirteen regular members. A quorum will be based
on regular voting members.
In the event none the faculty members of the committee is not from the west-side off-campus
programs, a non-voting representative of the off-campus program will be invited to the meetings as
iiaison and will share in all correspondence.
Other persons with specialized knowledge, such as, the Registrar, Director of Admissions,
et al., may be designated formally as oonsultants (without vote), and they and others may be called
from time to time to advise the committee as it sees fit.
· Members should be appointed from among the faculty by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee. Department Chairs of the Schools in question should be requested to submit nominations
from among their respective faculties. The Committee will select a Chair from among its voting
members.
3.
Continuity and familiarity with the structure and purpose of the committee is critical for understanding
the history of the conditions that produced existing policy and procedures. Continuity is also essential
for assessing committee goals as they relate to the mission of the university.
To facilitate continuity, we recommend that terms of faculty should be for two years and
staggered to insure continuity. Voting members should be limited to two consecutive terms, and may
be reapp<)inted after two years have lapsed. The ASCWU may appoint student representatives on a
yearly basis but should be encouraged to select students who can serve for two consecutive years.
4.
Since the task of the Academic Affairs Committee will be oriented to the university as a whole, we
reaffirm the Senate Bylaws' provision that the structure of the committee should not be restricted to
members of the Senate. To strengthen ties with the Senate, however, we recommend that at least two
of the faculty members be members of the Senate throughout their terms.
·
5.
The agenda will be set by the membership of Committee (ex officio members included) and/or the
Senate Executive Committee. In addition, requests may be made to place items on the agenda by
individual faculty, department chairs, academic administrators, or students.
·
Appropriateness of items brought forward from outside the Committee or Senate Executive
Committee will be determined by the Committee. A regular meeting time will be established by the
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. continued
Committee, and members will be expected to organize their schedules such that this time will be
available. Meetings will be open, and the agenda for meetings at which policy issues will be discussed
and/or acted on will be circulated no less than one week prior to the meeting.
6.
The Committee will be responsible for all general university academic policy. Academic policy is
defined as: a statement or statements of principles designed to influence or determine decisions and
actions of the University relative to fulfilling the instructional components of its mission.
-.
Academic policy should be interpreted broadly rather than narrowly. It may encompass not
only issues of ·entrance and graduation requirements but also withdrawals, .incompletes and other
matters of general academic policy. It may include, but not be limited to, assessment, placement, and
remediation policy; credit transfer and inter-institution articulation policy; teaching loads and
scheduling policy; ~d physical facilities planning, management, and allocation to the extent they
affect the academic program.
Academic policy is to ,be distinguished from curricular policy which applies only to specific
programs and courses of instruction within the larger university setting. Academic policy is not
ordinarily concerned with specific courses and program offerings unless they affect the institutional
. 'pr<;>griun as a whole.
General university policy establishes, inter alia, the minimum academic requirements for
admission to, remaining within, graduation from, and conferring appellations by the university.
Within this falls both undergraduate and graduate policy. Departments and the Graduate Council,
however, establish the conditions for entering and completing their respective programs. Each may
establish its own entrance and graduation requirements, though none may establish reqUirements less
stringent than the general university policy.
7.
Generally speaking, academic procedures do not fall within the purview of the Committee. Academic
Procedures are defined as: the formal steps by which policies are implemented and enforced.
Procedures are to be distinguished from· policy in that policy pre-exists and authorizes procedures as
means for implementing the policy in question.
The Committee, however, may undertake review and recommend change in procedures in
the event that procedures influence policy in ways inconsistent with the intent of the policy or
otherwise to the detriment of the academic mission of the univ.ersity.
8.
The Faculty Senate, through the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, is responsible ' for approving
a 11 courses and program requirements for the undergraduate and graduate curricula upon
recommendation by the departments and Graduate Council respectively. The Academic Affairs
Committee will not ordinarily be involved in such curricular or programmatic review and approval,
though it will coordinate its own recommendations with departments, the Graduate Council, the
General Education Committee, and the academic deans to insure smoothly functioning policy and
procedures.
9.
The new assignment of the Committee will require administrative support; however the resources of
the Faculty Senate are not adequate for the task. Administrative support should be provided by the
Provost's office. Additional support, where appropriate, should be provided by the offices of
Academic Services with the approval of the Provost.
10.
The Committee will report to the Faculty Senate, and the Faculty Senate will act on the Committee's
recommendations. All policy actions of the Committee will be subject to Faculty Senate approval.
11.
The charge asked the Committee to establish a compendium of existing academic policies and
procedures and areas in which academic policy and procedures govern. Further, the Committee has
been asked to identify individuals, positions, and bodies which currently make and implement policies
and procedures and to search for gaps in policy and policy making.
The Committee. believes that this component of the charge should not be carried out until the
Senate decides whether the Committee's function should be defined, and if so, the Committee
membership has been established and affirmed.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITIEE. continued
12.
In addition to the foregoing principles, the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the followirig
specific actions be taken by ~e :£:acuity Senate:
Amend the Faculty Senate Bylaws, as necessary, to:
a.
increase the number of faculty on the committee to eight, two from each of the four schools. Increase
the number of students on the committee to two.
b.
add the positions of the Provost or designee, representative of the academic deans, and the Chair of
Chairs to the membership of the Academic Affairs Committee ex officio (without vote.)
c.
provide for terms of two years for faculty members of the Academic Affairs Conimittee with a
limitation of two consecutive terms. Stipulate that students who are able to serve longer than one year
should be considered for the student position.
d.
require that faculty members' terms be staggered such at about one"half of the positions be filled each
year in order to insure continuity.
e.
change the wording of the Fac.ulty Senate Bylaws' description of the Committee's function to reflect
that it is responsible for general academic planning on campus as outlined in this proposal.
Otherwise, we believe that current Faculty Senate Bylaws and Faculty Code wording is adequate and requires
no further change.
·
13.
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee should review the effectiveness of this policy after one year.
14.
If the foregoing principles are adopted; we recommend that the Faculty Senate suspend relevant
sections of the Faculty Senate Bylaws for one year to permit rapid implementation 9fthe plan subject
to the requirement that the plan be evaluated at the end of the year. .
End of report.

4.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
No report

5.

CODE COMMITTEE
No report

.6.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Chair "Nesselroad reported that C.W.U. and the Yakima Valley Community College collaborated to
create new "Bachelor of Science/Community Health Specialization in Chemical Dependency," which was
designed to become available to students in Fall 1995. This curriculum item was approved by the Senate
Curriculum Committee but missed the Senate's agenda deadline, and it would also miss the Board of Trustee's
June agenda dea.dline unless it is voted on and approved by the Faculty Senate at this meeting. Chair
Nesselroad quoted from current curriculum approval protocol: "Under the revised curriculum guidelines; the
Faculty Senate Curriculwn Committee requests Senate approval of the following types of curriculum proposals:
proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, and course additions to existing programs that
exceed the upper limit of credits. After its review, the FSCC notifies the Senate of pending items in these
classifications by listing them on the Senate's agenda. Unless there is an objection, Senate discussion and a vote
on the curriculum proposal(s) will be scheduled for the subsequent Faculty Senate meeting. A complete file
of background material on the proposed changes is available for review in the Provost's Office." [May 5, 1993,
Faculty Senate meeting]

a

*MOTION NO. 3014 Ken Gamon moved and Dieter Romboy seconded a motion to suspend curriculum
protocol to allow discussion and vote on the Comrpunity Health/Chemical Dependency Specialization at May
17, 1995, Faculty Sena~e Meeting .. Motion passed.
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CURRICULUM COMJ\.1ITTEE. continued
.
"MOTION NO. 3015 Clara Baker moved approval of the B.S./Community Health Specialization in Chemical
D~dency, as recommended by the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee: COMMUNITY HEALTH
SPECIALIZATION IN CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY The Chemical Dependency Specialization in our
Community Health Major is intended to provide rich educational experiences in the theory and practice of.
chemical dependency management necessary to meet the growing demands of the chemical dependency field
and the war on drug abuse that continues to plague every fiber of our society. Over the last four years providers
of Chemical Dependency services in Washington State have requested that Central Washington University offer
this specialization to meet the growing demands of their profession. .Professionals working in Chemida!
Dependency do not have a quality, accessible, and affordable baccalaureate prograill that takes them beyond
simple certification. A degree in Health Education with a specialization in Chemical Dependency offers these
health professionals career advancement and options. The need for such a specialization is great as indicated
by the letters of support we have received. Further, according to the University History, Mission and Roles
statement, a university must be poised to deal with the demands of societal chaD.ge and provide opportunities
for learning to live more fully as well as provide training to make a living. Thus, this specialization is well
suited to the institutional role and mission.
.
Basic objectives of the Community Health Specialization in Chemical Dependency include the following:
1.
Prepare community health majors who are better qualified to work in the chemical dependency field.
(The current certification and associate degree programs are the only related course of study programs
in the state and fall short of meeting the increasing demands of this profession).
.
2.
Provide a broader community health educational base for professionals in. the chemical dependency
field.
3.
Develop educated professionals who can work more successfully in diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention related to the many complex issues of drug abuse and chemical dependency.
4.
Within a university setting, increase knowledge and skills necessary in keeping up with the expanding
drug abuse and chemical deperidency field.
Senator Vince Nethery yielded the floor to Health Education Program Director Ken Briggs, who stated
that the Provost has determined that the proposed specialization will not require Higher Education Coordinating
(HEC) Board approval as a new major. Dr. Briggs stated that the proposed program option has been extremely
well received by Yakirna Valley Community College, the concept has been accepted by President Nelson, and
the coursework has been approved by affiliated departments (i.e .. , . Psychology, Communication, Business
Education). In answer to Senators' questions, Dr. Briggs replied that there is no existing four year program of
this kind in the state; all courses required for the program have been approved; this will be a self-supporting
program representing no additional cost to the university; applied counseling courses are not included in this
specialization as the Psychology Department feels they are inappropriate at the Wldergraduate level; and
prerequisites for admission to this program consist of 21 credits of course work in five specific areas (survey
of chemical dependency, physiological actions of alcohol and other drugs, chemical dependence .com1seling
techniques, group process in chemical dependency treatment, ease management of the chemically dependent
client).
MOTION NO. 3015 passed unanimously.

7.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
No report

8.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COI\1MITTEE
No report
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CONSENSUAL RELATIONSHIPS [Robert Jacobs, Political Science CHAIR (CLAS); Deborah Medlar, Accounting (SBE); Jim Ponzetti, Home Economics (CPS); Nancy Howard,
Affirmative Action; Anne Bulliung, Graduate Student)
*MOTION NO. 3016 Ken Gamon moved and Lisa Weyandt seconded a motion to approve the "Faculty
Policy on Consensual Relations," as follows:
Faculty PoUcy on Consensual Relations
Consensual relationships that are of concern to the faculty of Central Washington University are those
amorous, romantic, or sexual relationships to which both parties appear to have consented but where one party
has a professional responsibility to the other as teacher, advisor, supervisor or evaluator. Those with
professional authority must neither abuse nor seem to abuse the power with which they are entrusted.
University faculty are advised that dating their own students or attempting to initiate romantic or
amorous relations with their own .students is usually considered unprofessional conduct. Faculty m:e warned
that any romantic relationship with their students or with other faculty working under them may make them
liable to formal disciplinary action under the University sexual harassment policy. Even when both parties have
consented at the outset to the development of such a relationship, it is the person in a position of authority who,
by virtue of his or her special responsibility, will be held accountable for unprofessional behavior should a
complaint iuise.
·
For this reason faculty should not establish romantic, amorous or sexual relationships With those over
whom they have authority. Should such a relationship already exist or come into existence notwithstanding
this policy, a coilflict of interest exists. In any case in which such a conflict ·of interest exists or comes into
existence, the faculty member who. has authority over the other person in·the relationship is required to report
the matter immediately to his or her own supervisor. · That supervisor will then take the following actions:
1.
The party subject to the conflict of interest is to be relieved immediately of all evaluative processes
involving the other party to the relationship, and alternative objective evaluation procedures are to be
'established.
2.
A written report describing the nature of the conflict of interest and the means devised to remedy it
must be prepared. The report is t~ be kept in a separate file --i.e., not in the normal personnel files
-- and is to be destroyed six months after the supervisory or evaluative functions of the staff member
·would normally have ended.
In cases of conflict of interest by reason of consensual relationships, mere failure on the part of the
party subject to conflict of interest may result in reprimand (Faculty Code, section 10.20.B.) Failure to comply
with provisions as outlined in steps I and 2 above may result in other disciplinary actions as defined in Section
10.12 of the Faculty Code.
In addition to the above, the following should be noted: Amorous relationships between faculty and
students which Occur outside the instructional or supervisory context may also lead to difficulties. Such
personal. relationships still involve the danger that the teacher may unexpectedly be placed in a position of
responsibility for the other person's instruction, .evaluation or recommendation. In addition, others may
speculate that an instructional or advisory relationship may exist even when there is none, thus giving rise to
assumptions of inequitable academic advantage for the student involved. This perception -- even if false -damages the educational goals of the University.

•••
*MOTION AMENDMENT 3016A Dan Ramsdell moved and Eric Roth seconded a motion to amend
MOTION WO. 3016, as follows: Item #2, sentence #2: "The report is to be kept in a separate file --i.e., not
in the normal perSonnel files -- and is to be destroyed em Mesl&e four years after the supervisory or evaluative
functions of the staff member would normally have ended."
Robert Jacobs replied that, although the legal statute of limitations is four years, the concerns about
privacy raised during the April 26, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting discussion on this proposal led_the Committee
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CONSENSUAL RELATIONSHJPS. continued
to retain the six month guideline; Beverly Heckart stated that consensual relationships verge into a gray area
of potential sexual harassment, and the university cannot guarantee total confidentiality for any individual.
Motion Amendment No. 3016A passed (15 yes, 6 no) .

••• •

*MOTION AMENDMENT 3016B Deborah Medlar moved and Carolyn Schactler seconded a motion to
amend MOTION NO. 3016, as follows : Paragraph #3: "Fer at!e reaeea feettl~· ehett:l8 Bet eet6ehsh f8!B8:ftl:ie,
amerelle er eelfttftl relatieaabiJJe wi&h lReee ever wham lfts,• Da"e a~eFi~·· Faculty shall not 'attempt to
establish nor maintain non-marital romantic. amorous or sexual relationships with students who are currently
enrolled in their classes. advisees. or on whose graduate committees thev sit. Faculty shall wait until the end
of the quarter to begin romantic. amorous or sexual relations with such students. Should such ,a relationship
already exist er eeme Y\te etiiew&aa Re~wi~taBdt&g aHa peliey, a conflict of interest exists ... "
Senator Medlar offered the following rationale for MOTION AMENDMENT 3016B:
RATIONALE:
1)
A student is placed in a very awkward position when a professor in a class in which he or she is
enrolled asks him or her out, or otherwise attempts to initiate a relationship. No student should be put
in a position of having to say ''yes" to a current professor or risk discomfort after rejecting the
professor's advances.
2)
A faculty member can wait for 10 weeks to ask a student out. The inconvenience of waiting does not
justify putting the·student in such an awkward position.
3)
The proposed draft does not require faculty to be relieved of any valuative duties if a faculty member
attempts to establish a romantic, amorous or sexual relationship with a student who rejects the faculty
member's advances. If the student feels uncomfortable with the faculty member after the rejection,
he or she has no remedy.
Chair Nesselroad reminded Senators that the purpQse of the proposed policy is to mitigate coriflict of
interest from a consensual standpoint, and he warned that this issue should not be confused with that of sexlial
harassment. He.fwther stated that the Senate must decide whether it intends to create a mechanism to deal with
possible situations or devise a policy that legislates behavior. Senators questioned whether advisor/advisee
relationships involve authority and how pre-existing relationships could be dealt with within the parameters
of the amendment. Senator Dan Ramsdell distributed to Senators a memo from Patsy Callaghan, English
Department, to Nancy Howard, Director of Affirmative Action, concerning professionalism and faculty/student
dating.
MOTION AMENDMENT 3016B passed.

•••
*MOTION NO. 3017 Barty Donahue moved and Charles· McGehee seconded a motion to table MOTION NO.
3 016 and recommit the "Faculty Policy on Consensual Relations" to the Ad Hoc Committee for continued
study.
Chair Nesselroad stated that President Nelson's initial charge requested a policy statement be finalized
by June 1995, but the President stated at the April 26, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting that he would not object
to fwther consideration of this issue if that proved to be necessary.

@

MOTION NO. 3017 passed (12 yes, 10 no); MfO'ffotHiO. 3816.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

FACULTY SENATE MEETING- May 17, 1985

OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS

None .

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 5:20p.m.

* * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May31,1995 * * *
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, May 17, 1995
SUB 204-205
I.
II.
III.
IV.

ROLLCALL
CHANGES TO AGENDA
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: April 26, 1995
COMMUNICATIONS
-5/4/95 memo with revised policy draft Robert Jacobs, Chair-Ad Hoc Committee on
Consensual Relationships; see report below.
-5/10/95 memo from Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee re. proposed
committee reorganization; see Academic Affairs Committee report below.

V.

REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
-MOTION: 1995-96 Faculty Senate Grievance Committee membership
-United Faculty of Central

2.

PRESIDENT

3.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITIEE (Charles McGehee, Chair)
-Academic Affairs Committee reorganization [attached- discussion only]

4.

BUDGET COMMITIEE (Don Cocheba, Chair)

5.

CODE COMMITIEE (Beverly Heckart, Chair)

6.

CURRICULUM COMMITIEE (Clara Baker, Chair)
-Community Health Specialization in Chemical Dependency [attached- for
discussion and vote]

7.

PERSONNEL COMMITIEE (Rex Wirth, Chair)

8.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITIEE (Bobby Cummings, Chair)

9.

AD HOC COMMITIEE ON CONSENSUAL RELATIONSHIPS [Bob
Jacobs, Chair]
-Draft Guidelines on Consensual Relations [attached - for discussion and vote]

VI.
OLD BUSINESS
VII. NEW BUSINESS
VIII. ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 31, 1995 *u

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
AGENDA- May 17,1995
CHAIR
MOTION:
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1995-96 FACULTY GRIEVANCE COMMIITEE

FACUL1i' GRIEVANCE COMMliTEE
President
Reports to:
Resolve, by informal means, specific grievances, disputes or conflicts of faculty members and
Purpose:
recommends action to the President. (Members appointed by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee and ratified by the Faculty Senate.)
6 faculty (3 regular members and 3 alternates)
Membership:
REGULAR MEMBERS:
Jack Dugan, faculty (Sociology) ..... . ...... . .. .... ..... . . . . . .. ... ........... . .. ..... (1 yr)
Patrick O'Shaughnessy, faculty (Accounting) ............................ ............ . . (2 yrs)
Nancy lurenka, faculty (Education) {replaces Robert Jacobs, Political Science] .... . . . .... . . . . . . . (3 yrs)
ALTERNATE MEMBERS:
Jim Hawkins, faculty (Theatre Arts) . ...... ... ... ... . . . ...... . ................... . .. . (1 yr)
Catherine Bertelson, faculty (BEAM) .......... . .. . .. . ............ . . .. ............. (2 yrs)
Corwin Kin& faculty (Communication) [replaces Kelton Knight, Foreign Lan~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 yrs)

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

*****

[Discussion only]

MEMO
TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Faculty Senate Executive Committee
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee:
Charles McGehee, Sociology (CHAIR)
Edward Gellenbeck, Computer Science
Andrew Jenkins, Health Education
Jeffrey Snedeker, Music
Lisa Weyandt, Psychology
George Carr, Student
May 10, 1995
Proposal regarding assigning functions of the former Undergraduate Council to the Faculty
Senate Academic Affairs Committee

In a memo dated January 4, 1995, Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee was charged to eiamine the feasibility
of assigning to the Academic Affairs Committee the functions of the former Undergraduate Council which was abolished
in 1992. In response to this charge, the Academic Affairs Committee submits the following proposal:
Since the abolition of both the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Undergraduate Conncil, policy making
and review has become fragmented and scattered in a number of places across campus.
As a result, no one person or body has general oversight responsibilities over academic policy. lbis means that policy
may be created, modified, ignored or abandoned without adequate discussion, review or coordination. It further means
that faculty, students and administrators often do not know what university standards and expectations are or who is
responsible for what, when and under what circumstances.

The Committee has discussed the matter within itself and met with the Dean of Academic Services, Jim Pappas, the
Special Assistant to the Provost and former Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Don Schliesman as well as the Dean of
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Graduate Studies, Gerry Stacy. The Committee Chair has also met with the Provost to discuss the matter. The
committee also considered other options, notably, the policy used at Western Washington University. As the result of
these deliberations the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following:
I.

The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee should assume role of the former Undergraduate Council
thereby becoming the center of initiation, review and change of Academic Policy at CWU.
The current role and position of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee is well-suited to taking on
such an assignment. Its history has been one of periodic involvement in academic policy formulation and is
therefore already well-known. Further, it enjoys a focal position within university governance. Expanding on
the known and familiar, we believe, is speedier and potentially less disruptive than creating something totally
new.

2.

The current structure of the committee, as defmed by the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, is not adequate to the
new task. The workload and need for more broadly based deliberation requires a larger number and greater
variety of participants than is currently the case.
We believe the Committee should consist of eight faculty members, two from each of the four schools, and two
students represent~g the ASCWU. In addition, the Provost or designee, a representative of the academic deans,
and the Chair of Chairs should serve ex officio (without vote). The committee would therefore be comprised
of thirteen regular members. A quorum will be based on regular voting members.
In the event none the faculty members of the committee is not from the west-side off-campus programs, a
non-voting representative of the off-campus program will be invited to the meetings as liaison and will share
in all correspondence.

Other persons with specialized knowledge, such as, the Registrar, Director of Admissions, et al., may be
designated formally as consultants (without vote), and they and others may be called from time to time to advise
the committee as it sees fit.
Members should be appointed from among the faculty by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee.
Department Chairs of the Schools in question should be requested to submit nominations from among their
respective faculties. The Committee will select a Chair from among its voting members.
3.

Continuity and familiarity with the structure ap.d purpose of the committee is critical for understanding the
history of the conditions that produced existing policy and procedures. Continuity is also essential for assessing
committee goals as they relate to the mission of the university.
To facilitate continuity, we recommend that terms of faculty should be for two years and staggered to insure
continuity. Voting members should be limited to two consecutive terms, and may be reappointed after two
years have lapsed. The ASCWU may appoint student representatives on a yearly basis but should be
encouraged to select students who can serve for two consecutive years.

4.

Since the task of the Academic Affairs Committee will be oriented to the university as a whole, we reaffirm
the Senate Bylaws' provision that the structure of the committee should not be restricted to members of the
Senate. To strengthen ties with the Senate, however, we recommend that at least two of the faculty members
be members of the Senate throughout their terms.

5.

The agenda will be set by the membership of Committee (ex officio members included) and/or the Senate
Executive Committee. In addition, requests may be made to place items on the agenda by individual faculty,
department chairs, academic administrators, or students.
Appropriateness of items brought forward from outside the Committee or Senate Executive Committee will be
determined by the Committee. A regular meeting time will be established by the Committee, and members will
be expected to organize their schedules such that this time will be available. Meetings will be open, and the
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agenda for meetings at which policy issues will be discussed and/or acted on will be circulated no less than one week
prior the meeting.
6.

The Committee will be responsible for all general university academic policy. Academic policy is defmed as:
a statement or statements of principles designed to influence or determine decisions and actions of the
University relative to fulfilling the instructional components of its mission.
Academic policy should be interpreted broadly rather than narrowly. It may encompa$s not only issues of
entrance and graduation requirements but also withdrawals, incompletes and other matters of general academic
policy. It may include, but not be limited to, assessment, placement, and remediation policy; credit transfer and
inter-institution articulation policy; teaching loads and scheduling policy; and physical facilities planning,
management, and allocation to the extent they affect the academic program.
Academic policy is to be distinguished from curricular policy which applies only to specific programs and
courses of instruction within the larger university setting. Academic policy is not ordinarily concerned with
specific courses and program offerings unless they affect the institutional program as a whole.
General university policy establishes, inter alia, the minimum academic requirements for admission to,
remaining within, graduation from, and conferring appellations by the university.
Within this falls both
undergraduate and graduate policy. Departments and the Graduate Council, however, establish the conditions
for entering and completing their respective programs. Each may establish its own entrance and graduation
requirements, though none may establish requirements less stringent than the general university policy.

7.

Generally speaking, academic procedures do not fall within the purview of the
Procedures are defmed as :

Committee. Academic

the formal steps by which policies are implemented and enforced. Procedures are to be distinguished from
policy in that policy pre-exists and authorizes procedures as means for implementing the policy in question.
The Committee, however, may undertake review and recommend change in procedures in the event that
procedures influence policy in ways inconsistent with the intent of the policy or otherwise to the detriment of
the academic mission of the university.
8.

The Faculty Senate, through the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, is responsible for approving all courses
and program requirements for the undergraduate and graduate curricula upon reco,mmendation by the
departments and Graduate Council respectively. The Academic Affairs Committee will not ordinarily be
involved in such curricular or programmatic review and approval, though it will coordinate its own
recommendations with departments, the Graduate Council, the General Education Committee, and the academic
deans to insure smoothly functioning policy and procedures.

9.

The new assignment of the Committee will require administrative support; however the resources of the Faculty
Senate are not adequate for the task. Administrative support should be provided by · the Provost's office.
Additional support, where appropriate, should be provided by the offices of Academic Services with the
approval of the Provost.

10.

The Committee will report to the Faculty Senate, and the Faculty Senate will act on the Committee's
recommendations. All policy actions of the Committee will be subject to Faculty Senate approval.

11 .

The charge asked the Committee to establish a compendium of existing academic policies and procedures and
areas in which academic policy and procedures govern. Further, the Committee has been asked to identify
individuals, positions, and bodies which currently make and implement policies and procedures and to search
for gaps in policy and policy making.
The Committee believes that this component of the charge should not be carried out until the Senate decides
whether the Committee's function should be defined, and if so, the Committee membership has been
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established and affirmed.
12.

In addition to the foregoing principles, the Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following specific
actions be taken by the Faculty Senate:
Amend the Faculty Senate Bylaws to:
a.

increase the number of faculty on the committee to eight, two from each of the four schools. Increase
the number of students on the committee to two.

b.

add the positions of the Provost or designee, representative of the academic deans, and the Chair of
Chairs to the membership of the Academic Affairs Committee ex officio (without vote.)

c.

provide for terms of two years for faculty members of the Academic Affairs Committee with a
limitation of two consecutive terms. Stipulate that students who are able to serve longer than one year
should be considered for the student position.

d.

require that faculty members' terms be staggered such at about one-third of the positions be filled each
year in or:fer to insure continuity.

e.

change the wording of the Faculty Senate Bylaws' description of the Committee's function to reflect
that it is responsible for general academic planning on campus as outlined in this proposal.

Otherwise, we believe that current Faculty Senate Bylaws and Faculty Code wording is adequate and requires no further
change.
13.

The Faculty Senate Executive Committee should review the effectiveness of this policy after one year.

14.

If the foregoing principles are adopted, we recommend that the Faculty Senate suspend relevant sections of the
Faculty Senate Bylaws for one year to permit rapid implementation of the plan subject to the requirement that
the plan be evaluated at the end of the year.

End of report.

[c:\wpdocs\agendas\95-5-l?.aca]

• ••••
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
MOTION:

Suspend Curriculum Protocol to Allow Discussion and Vote on Community Health/Chemical Dependency
Speciali1.ation at May 17, 1995, F aculty Senate Meeting:
"Under the revised curriculum guidelines, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee requests Senate approval of the
following types of curriculum proposals: proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, and course
additions to existing programs that exceed the upper limit of credits. After its review, the FSCC notifies the Senate of
pending items in these classifications by listing them on the Senate's agenda. Unless there is an objection, Senate
discussion and a vote on the curriculum proposal(s) will be scheduled for the subsequent Faculty Senate meeting. A
complete file of background material on the proposed changes is available for review in the Provost's Office." [May 5,
1993, Faculty Senate meeting]
-see next page for curriculum text
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COMMUNITY HEALTH SPECIALIZATION IN
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
The Chemical oe·pendenoy Speci ahzatioo in our 6ommunlty Heallh Major is
intended to provide rich educational experiences rn the theory and practice qf
chemical dependency management necessary to meet !he growi·ng Clemand·s of
the chemical dependei'Cy field and the war on drug abuse that continues to
plague every fiber of o.ur soerety OVer th~ last lour years providers or
CMmtcal Dependency services in Washnigten State have r~uested that
Cencrat Washrngton .Unrversity offer this specialization to meet the growing
qemands ot their professron. Professionals working i n Chemical Dependency
c:1o not have a quality, accessible. and affordable bciecataureate program that
take them beyond simple certification. A degree in Health Education witt, a
speclahzatlo·n In Chemical DepenCIE!tlCV otters these health professionals
career a,dvancement and options. The need lor such a speciali.zatlOn i$ great
as rndicated by the letters of suppon we have received. Further. according to
the University History, Ml ~ion and Roles-statement. a university must be poised
to deal with the demands ot SOCij3ty change and proviQe opportunities-tor
learmng to live more tully as well as provide traini!)9 to make a living. Thus. this
specralization I s well suited to the rnstitu!Wnjll rote and mission.

2

3

4.

360
436
425
437

legal and Elhicall-ln Chemical Oapendency. ........... ,...........-... 3
Chemical Dependency and the Schools.. .. ....... ............ _:·............... 3
Advanced Chemical Dependency COI.NIIIIIng ......... ........ . ..... " ---··..

Prepare community health majors who are bener quahlied to work
In the chemrcal dependency field (The current certification and
assocrate degree progr ams are the only related course or study
programs rn the state and fall short of meetfng toe increasing
demands olthas profession).
Provide a broadE!r community health educational base lor
protessronals In the chemical depel'lclency treld ..
Develop ed~ted professionals who can work more
successfully in diagnosis, treatment, and prevention
related to the many complex i.s sues of drug abuse and
·
chemical dependency.
Within a university sening, increase knoWledge and skills
necessary in keepjng .up with the expanding drug abuse and
chemical dependency field.

3. Reduce total credits in Community Health Education specialization
4 . Reduce credits for HED 490 from 12 to 10 and increase electllies
from 10to 12.

Cl•n copy of the chemlcel dependency epeclellzetlon •• It Ia
propoaed to be offered.
Chemlcel Depend•ncy Option
Amlls8lon co 1t1e p-Qgram Is ~ upon 0001lPellol' ol 21 etedlle ol courae -'< In the

following areaa :

1)
2)
3)

~ey or Chemical de!*ld<W>Cy
Physiological adlone ollllochol and Olher driJ9II
Chemical clependence couneellng technlq~

4)

Group~ln~depelldeoq trear~

5)

Case management ol the chemical dependent cllenl

' HED 321
"HED 325
' HED 350
' HEO 360
HED 471
HED 387
HED 410
HED 422
' HED 436
PSY 300
'PSY 425
'PSY 437
PSY 438
PSY 447
PSY 449

COM 345
ADOM365
MGT 3111

Credits

Heaftn Allpecte ol HIV/~105. ........ ..... ................... ........ .. .. .......... ....
Chemical Dependency Trealmenl .-ld Reooveoy ... . ......... .. .. ... .... ,.....
• - n Trends 1n &Aleta. - Abwe ............ . . . ................. .. ......
legal and Ethical'-- In ChemiCII Depeudelq...... ..........................
Program Planning I ... ... .. ............. ..................................... ,_ ....,..
Principles o1 Fllness and
Management ............ ... ...... ...... ..

3
3

Community Health . . .. ... ... ........ ..... .......... .. ...... ............ ... ... .....

3

sv-

Molhode 101' ~allh Promotion ....... ..,.................................. ... . ....
Chemlcllll Oepeoldeoqo-' the Sc:hoote....... ... , ____ .......................-.
A-ch Melhodlln P8ychokJgy.. ........ .. ..... ............... .. .......... .... .
Advanced Chemical Dependency Couneellng ......~.. .... ....................
Dtagnosle and
ol h Chemlcllllly Dependent .,.. . ...... . .
Chemical Dependency .-ct the Femly.................................................

..._"*"'

change credits of HED 430 from 3 to 4,
2 Add Chemocal Dependency specialization which includes the
addition of 5 new health education courses and 2 new psychology
courses.
' ' HED 321
' HED 325
' HEO 350

Heanh Aspeclll o! HJV/A.IDS ............! ........ .. .. .... . .. .... .. . .... ..... . .. ..
Chemlcel OependencyTreatrneol end Aeooveoy.. . ..... .... .... .. .. .....
1-lllldTrendG In Substance Abuee ..... .. . .............. ..... .........

3
3
2

3
2

3

~

3

4
3

3
3

Communlcatrone n

s

Buek-.
Report Wrlllng ........................... .........
Management ol Human ~rcee ........ ..... . .............. ,..... ,........... .. . .. 5

• New 00\JISM developed tor this llled~llllon

1. Change prefix. t!lle and credits on HED 323 and HED 324 (forms
submined witli B.A degree in School Health program changes) and

3

PIJychology.of Adol--........ ,,,,.................................................... 3
Abnormal Paydlology............................ .... ... ............... ;c ............... .... . . ..
Bu""- end Prol-lonll Speaking. .................................................. 4

Total .........

Sumnwry of chang" 10 lnl11 ..e apeclellzetlon and chana•
community h•el1h me)or.

3

Diagnosis and AS989Sment ollhe Chemicalty Dependent... .. ............ 3

Required Coureee

Basic objectives of the Community Health Specialization in Chemical
DepenCieocy include the following :

1.

'HED
' HED
' PSY
' PSY

81
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CONSENSUAL RELATIONSHIPS [Bob Jacobs, Political Science- CHAIR (CLAS);
Deborah Medlar, Accounting (SBE); Jim Ponzetti, Home Economics (CPS); Nancy Howard, Affirmative Action; Anne
Bulliung, Graduate Student]
•u FOR CONTINUED DISCUSSION AND VOTE***
Faculty Policy on Consensual Relations- REVISED RCJ DRAFT--May 4, 1995
Consensual relationships that are of concern to the faculty of Central Washington University are those amorous,
romantic, or sexual relationships to which both parties appear to have consented but where one party has a professional
responsibility to the other as teacher, advisor, supervisor or evaluator. Those with professional authority must neither
abuse nor seem to abuse the power with which they are entrusted.
University faculty are advised that dating their own students or attempting to initiate romantic or amorous
relations with their own students is usually considered unprofessional conduct. Faculty are warned that any romantic
relationship with their students or with other faculty working under them may make them liable to formal disciplinary
action under the University sexual harassment policy. Even when both parties have consented at the outset to the
development of such a relationship, it is the person in a position of authority who, by virtue of his or her special
responsibility, will be held accountable for unprofessional behavior should a complaint arise.
For this reason faculty should not establish romantic, amorous or sexual relationships with those over whom
they have authority. Should such a relationship already exist or come into existence notwithstanding this policy, a
conflict of interest exists. In any case in which such a conflict of interest exists or comes into existence, the faculty
member who has authority over the other person in the relationship is required to report the matter immediately to his
or her own supervisor. That supervisor will then take the following actions:
1.
The party subject to the conflict of interest is to be relieved immediately of all evaluative processes involving
the other party to the relationship, and alternative objective evaluation procedures are to be established.
2.
A written report describing the nature of the conflict of interest and the means devised to remedy it must be
prepared. The report is to be kept in a separate file -- i.e., not in the normal personnel files -- and is to be
destroyed six months after the
supervisory or evaluative functions of the staff member would normally have
ended.
In cases of conflict of interest by reason of consensual relationships, mere failure on the part of the party subject
to conflict of interest may result in reprimand (Faculty Code, section 10.20.B.) Failure to comply with provisions as
outlined in steps 1 and 2 above may result in other disciplinary actions as defined in Section 10.12 of the Faculty Code.
In addition to the above, the following should be noted: Amorous relationships between faculty and students
which occur outside the instructional or supervisory context may also lead to difficulties. Such personal relationships
still involve the danger that the teacher may unexpectedly be placed in a position of responsibility for the other person's
instruction, evaluation or recommendation. In addi~ion, others may speculate that an instructional or advisory
relationship may exist even when there is none, thus giving rise to assumptions of inequitable academic advantage for
the student involved. This perception -- even if false -- damages the educational goals of the University.
[c:\wpdocs\agendas\95-5-17 .con]

•••••

PROP OSED AMENDMENT to revised Consensual Relationshi ps Draft [ as introduced by Senator Deborah Medlar
at the 4/26/95 Faculty Senate meeting]: "Faculty shall not establish romantic, amorous or sexual relationships with
students who are currently enrolled in their classes or on whose graduate committees they sit. Faculty shall wait until
the end of the quarter to begin romantic, amorous or sexual relations with such students."
RATIONALE:
1)
A student is placed in a very awkward position when a professor in a class in which he or she is enrolled asks
him or her out, or otherwise attempts to initiate a relationship. No student should be put in a position of having
to say "yes" to a current professor or risk discomfort after rejecting the professor's advances .
2)
A faculty member can wait for 10 weeks to ask a student out. The inconvenience of waiting does not j~tify
putting the student in such an awkward position.
3)
The proposed draft does not require faculty to be relieved of any valuative duties if a faculty member attempts
to establish a romantic, amorous or sexual relationship with a student who rejects the faculty member's
advances. If the student feels uncomfortable with the faculty member after the rejection, he or she has no
remedy.
'
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Please. sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the
meeting. Thank you.

ROLL CALL 1994-95
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_ LWalter ARLT

_ _Stephen JEFFERIES

___L_unda BEATH

_ _ Dan FENNERTY

~inerva CAPLES

_ _ Carol BUTTERFIELD

_ _ Robert CARBAUGH

_ _ Don COCHEBA

L

_ _ Greg CARLSON

Matt CHAMBERS

_ _Shawn CHRISTIE
_L_Bobby CUMMINGS
/

Terry DeVIETTI

_ _ Roger FOUTS

/ susan DONAHOE

_ _Dale OTTO

/

_ _George TOWN

Barry DONAHUE

~

_ _ Robert FORDAN
_Lf(en GAMON

_ _James HARPER

__LM ichael GLEASON
_ _Jim HAWKINS

_ _ Mark ZETTERBERG

___.L_Webster HOOD

_ _ Peter BURKHOLDER

_L.Walter KAMINSKI

_ _Brue BARNES

___LC harles MCGEHEE

_ _ David KAUFMAN

.,/ Deborah MEDLAR

_ _Gary HEESACKER

_ _ Robert MYERS

_ _ Patrick OWENS

_ _Ivory NELSON

_ L fhomas MOORE

_LConnie NOTT
_L$idney NESSELROAD

_ _Andrew SPENCER

_L_Vince NETHERY

_ _Robert GREGSON

_ _Steve OLSON

_ _Terry MARTIN

_ LRob PERKINS

_ _Cathy BERTELSON

__LOan RAMSDELL

_._Beverly HECKART

/

Dieter ROMBOY

_ _Stella MORENO

_ _James ROBERTS

_ _C. Wayne JOHNSTON

~haron ROSELL

_

__LEric ROTH

_ _Geoffrey BOERS

_ _Charles RUBIN

_ _James HINTHORNE

/ James SAHLSTRAND

_LCarolyn SCHACTLER

_ Michael BRAUNSTEIN

_ _ Margaret SAHLSTRAND
....---Carolyn THOMAS

_L_Hugh SPALL
____.Lt(ristan STARBUCK
__ILMorris UEBELACKER

_ _John ALWIN

_

_ _ Roger FOUTS

/Cisa WEYANDT [pron. Y'-ANT]

~ ex WIRTH

_ _Thomas YEH

_ _Jerry HOGAN
(ROSTERS\ROLLCALL.94; April 26, 1995)
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Op/Ed

Council of Presidents

The debate over funding of higher education in the State of Washington has been

given serious attention this year. Rarely has the discussion been as timely, the decisions as
crucial, as they are now. The significance of the higher education debate is due to at least
two factors: sharply contrasting views of the future of public higher education, and an
eroding state funding base for higher education that makes this year's appropriation a
benchmark for years to come.
Washington has some of the premier institutions of public higher education in this
nation. But tight fiscal times in recent years have resulted in budget cuts which threaten the
health of our universities and state college. State appropriations for public higher education
have been reduced nearly 10% since 1991. At the same time, enrollment and tuition have
increased dramatically. This trend cannot be allowed to continue. Without an adequate 199597 budget, our capacity to remain competitive nationally will be threatened, and our ability to
offer public higher educational opponunities to the people of this state will be seriously
compromised.
Higher education is the single greatest opponunity for individuals ro bener their lives
and fulfill their dreams and aspirations. Research shows that college graduates are more
highly employed and earn better wages than do those without college experience. Higher
education i1 still the American ,dream. We cannot afford to jeopardize that opponunity for
the citizens of Washington state.
We have public higher education because the public benefits from affordable and
accessible public education. Educated citizens earn higher wages and pay more tax.es,
generate money for the state economy, and create spin-off companies that in rum hire more
workers. Individuals benefit too. Public higher education is funded through a public-private
parmership. The public provides base support for the operation of the institutions, and the
student pays the rest of the cost. Both the state and the ci~n benefit, and those benefits are
clear.
Dan Evans, former Governor and U.S. Senator, argues: "Legislators must understand
the economic imponance of our higher educational system. . . Our future economic health as
well as sta[e tax revenues, will depend on chat underStanding."
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The legislature must address two essential issues to secure the future of public higher
education in this year's budget: it must link state general fund suppon to tuition increases,
and it must provide a competitive compensation package for faculcy and swf.
State general fund suppon must be linked to tuition increases if we are to a~oid further
privatization of higher education. We agree that it is appropriate for students to share in the
cost of their education. Tuitions have already increased markedly over the past few years,
and it appears that they will increase still funher in this next biennium. But as tuition
increases, state general fund support must increase as well. Otherwise, the share of the cost
borne by students will gradually displace the public investment, and the state's goal of access
will be undermined.
We compete for our faculty in a national market. A competitive salary package is
integral to our ability to remain nationally competitive. Our faculty and staff have
experienced three years of budget reductions and two years with no general salary increase.
They are literally doing more and gerting less. Our employees have risen to the occasion.
Now there is adequate money in the state general fund to provide these good people with
some long delayed compensation, and it should be provided. Otherwise, we will lose the best
of them. The quality of higher education will suffer, the economic future of the state will
suffer, and present and future graduates will suffer.

Washington is at a critical crossroads in funding public higher education. lt is time
for the Legislature to meet the challenge, and pass a budget that reflects the imponance of
higher education to the citizens of the State of Washington.
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To: Nancy Howard, Aftinnative Action
From: Patsy C.allaghan, English Departn1e.nt
Re: Policy on Sexual Harassment
As it turns out, I will not be able to come to the faculty senate meeting today. But there are

a couple of points I hope are a part of the dialogue about university policies on harassment.
The first is that discussions abo\lt harassment often get hung up on issues of sex and
sexuality--we're all adults, you can't legislate passion, these things happen, people who
want these policies are hung up about their own sexuality, etc. But before 1 came to
Central. the provost at the University of Oregon. a chemist with a black eye patch, set us
(what I believe is) straight. The policies regarding appropriate relationships between
faculty members and students are not about sex; they're about professionalism. They're
about determining what h in the student's best academic interest. And it is not in students'
best aca.demic interest to risk confusing our regard fQr their academic worlc with Qur
personal regard for them as pote.ntia,l <iatine partners. The state charges us with promoting
their academic best interest, so anything that substantially risks lmdennining that is
unprofessional.

My experiences support this way of defming the issue. Of the eleven instances of
perceived harassment which have been brought to my attention in my eleven years at
Central, some of those for whom the attractj<.)l) was not mutual were simply outraged at the
audacity of a professor crossing professional lines; other~ were frightened about
retribution. However, in all of the more ambiguous cases, where there seemed to be some
suggestion of mutual attraction, the students' outrage was in part due to the fact that they
were tlattered by a professors attention to thdr academic work, which made them
vulnerable to sexual tlattery when the attention shifted to them as women rather than as
stude-nts. In their perspective if they rejected the sexual attention, they lost the professor's
academic regard as well. In fact, some felt that there was no way. once an invitation was
issued or a pass made, to avoid losin~ that regard: either a yes or a no would compromise
the1r confidence in their academ'c abtlities. Several times students used a similar metaphor:
they felt something had been "stolen" from them; that thing, in my opinion, was the right to
think of themselves as competent academically. (ln only one of the eleven cases did there
seem to be no perceived threat to or perceived theft of academic worth. That student did,
however, drop out of school, blaming herself for "falling for that bull_").

So 1 support the action proposed by the ad ~oc .com mitt~ because it ~r_ns to focus the
issue and the procedures on potent1al conflicts 10 profess1.onal responstbillty rather than on
whether sex is a good or bad thing. I also support the proposed amendment, because it
clarifies that professional responsjbility for both sOJdents and faculty. If we are ho.n~st, we.
will admit that these things don't "just happen." Signals are sent and received; dects1ons
are made. Whether or not it's enforceable, a policy which says that faculty members
should not date students acknowledges that we see the ris~ to the faculty member! to the
institutiont and most importantly to the student, of confustng personal and acadenuc
regard.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY
,. - 'NERAL UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND ORGANIZATION
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2-2.2.12 Polley Statement on Sexual Harassment
2-2.2.12.1

It Is the policy of Central Washington University to maintain a work and study
environment which Is free from sexual harassment. Sexual harassment Is a
practice which violates state and federal law and will not be tolerated by this
institution.

2-2.2.12.2 For the purposes of this policy, sexual harassment ls defined as unwelcome

sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature when:
1)

submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term
or condition of an individual's employment or career advancement;

2)

submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual Is used as a
basis for employment decisions or academic decisions aHectlng such
Individual; or

3)

such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with
an individual's work or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work
or academic environment.
This definition is In keeping with the equal employment opportunity
commission's regulations on sexual harassment.

2-2.2.12.3 All members of the university community are encouraged to work toward

maintaining an educational and work environment free from sexual harassment
1)

The director of affirmative action will provide training programs to educate
the university community on the subject of sexual harassment and the
university's obligation to prevent its occurrence. In addition the director
will ensure that the sexual harassment policy is appropriately displayed on
campus and included in the university's affirmative action program.

2)

Persons who believe they are experiencing sexual harassment are
encouraged to act promptly to begin resolution of the issue. The
affirmative action director and the dean of students will provide informal
consultation and assistance upon request and in a confidential manner.

3)

Supervisors, administrators and department chairs who receive informal
sexual harassment complaints will act on them in a timely fashion in an
attempt to resolve the situation informally.
The affirmative action office will provide guidance on informal resolution
upon request.

2-2.2.12.4 Resolution of sexual harassment complaints.

1}

Informal procedures

United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA
May 17, 1995
Dear Senator,
As you know, the CWU Board of Trustees voted in January to reject the United Faculty of Central,
AFT/NEA request for a secret ballot election on the issue of union representation for the purpose
of collective bargaining. Over 64% ofCWU faculty signed cards in support of this request. The
Board, in conjunction with the President, have ignored the senate's resolution calling for
reconsideration.
The call by faculty and the senate has been unmistakable: CWU faculty want an opportunity to
engage in the democratic process and vote on this important issue. Yet, this request has been
denied with little, if any, explanation. We believe the Board and President have sent an equally
clear message: the rights of faculty are subject to the benevolent discretion of the Board and
President.
The Board and President are clearly unwilling to respect the wishes of faculty and they appear
determined to ignore the senate. Their actions and blatant disregard for faculty are inconsistent
with their status as public officials. In light of these circumstances, the United Faculty of Central,
AFT/NEA would like to call your attention to the attached letters seeking the counsel of our state's
labor community on this issue. We are, quite simply, seeking the advice and support of labor in
our effort to convince the Board and President to respect our request for an election.
While we have not yet requested any specific action, we feel it is important to explore the options
available to us. Any action, if taken, will be carefully weighed with respect to the impact it
would have on faculty, students, and the University. We do not wish to take any action that is
misguided and places undue strain on the University or members of the University community.
We write to you in good faith, to inform you of our position: we wish the democratic process to be
allowed to go forward. We seek a secret ballot election conducted by a neutral third-party and a
commitment from the Board to honor the results . The Board has the legal authority to grant this
election and to engage in collective bargaining. Any election should allow ample time for vigorous
debate. Our purpose in considering the actions discussed in the attached letters is to secure this
right.
We remain committed to building a cooperative, non-adversarial relationship with the Board and
administration. We view collective bargaining as a positive process that will allow faculty and
administration alike to address a number of concerns. We believe collective bargaining will
facilitate effective dialogue, faculty involvement, improved faculty morale, and the creation of a
new spirit oftrust.
We value your input and invite your scrutiny in this difficult process.
Sincerely,
The United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA
Steering Committee

United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA
May 9, 1995

Rick Bender, President
Washington State Labor CoWlcil, AFL-CIO
314 First Avenue West
Seattle, Washington 98119
Dear Rick,
As you know, the Board of Trustees at Central Washington University voted in January against
allowing CWU faculty to vote on Wlion representation for the pwpose of collective bargaining. In
so doing, the Board turned aside the fact that Wlion authorization cards had been signed by 64% of
the faculty. By any fair standard this was a clear call on the part of faculty to allow the democratic
process to go forward. Yet, without any explanation, the Board refused to respect the request of
the United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA. The vote was Wlanimous with one member of the
Board, Wilfred Woods, absent.
As of this writing, the Board and CWU President Ivory Nelson remain Wlwilling to change their
anti-democratic and anti-union attitude and allow a secret ballot election to be held. It should be
noted that one positive development has occurred, the recent appointment by Governor Lowry of
Mike Sells to the CWU Board. Mike fills the vacancy left by departing Trustee, Sue Gould, who
was Wlequivocal in her opposition to the Wlion. As you know, Mike is a respected educator and
long-time member of the labor commWlity. We look forward to his presence on the Board.
In light of these events at CWU we are writing to seek your COWlsel on how the United Faculty of

Central, AFTINEA, together with the labor commWlity in our state, might best enlighten the CWU
Board of Trustees, compel the Board to act fairly and allow the democratic process to proceed, and
demonstrate labor's resolve on this issue. Specifically, we are interested in any appropriate
measures that labor might take in response to the anti-Wlion actions of individual Board members,
the CWU President, as well as the University as a separate entity. For example, could this include:
the placement of the University on the AFL-CIO Wlfair list and a corresponding boycott ofthe use
of University facilities for conferences by the WSLC and AFL-CIO affiliates; the widespread
publication of the anti-Wlion vote taken by each of the Trustees, both within the labor commWlity,
and among other democratically minded public policy groups with which we are associated; and a
request that other policy groups outside of labor respect such an action and refrain from using
CWU facilities. In addition, it appears that CWU President, Ivory Nelson is on the Board of
Trustees for Key Bank of Washington. Are there appropriate measures to be taken with respect to
the withdrawal of labor funds from this institution in light of his anti-union actions?
Although a campaign encompassing the University's business interests, corporate connections,
political alliances, etc. is perhaps Wlusual in the public sector, the anti-union stance of these public
appointees has been particularly disturbing. A request for public records has revealed documents
which the Board considered in their closed door deliberations on this issue. These documents
include information that appears to be from a Wlion-busting consultant; a defamatory anti-Wlion
letter sent to the CWU Board from Phil Tullar who was at the time President of Yakima Valley

Community College; and written statements from the CWU President urging the Board to r~fuse
the union's request and informing at least one legislator, Representative Helen Sommers, ofhis
anti-wlion position. We do not believe that this is appropriate behavior on the part of these public
officials.
The United Faculty of Central has acted in good faith and with respect throughout our effort. We
have repeatedly demonstrated our desire to build a non-adversarial collaborative relationship with
the Board and administration and form a partnership that will benefit all members of the University
community. It appears the Board neither trusts or believes that our intentions are sincere, and this
despite the success in building such a relationship at Eastern Washington University by the United
Faculty of Eastern, AFT/NEA. We have no desire to take any action that is misguided and resuhs
in undue strain upon the University, faculty, students, etc. Any action taken will be carefully
weighed in light of the impact it may have on all members of the University community. However,
the Board's refusal to allow the democratic process to proceed must not be taken lightly.
We greatly appreciate your assistance in this effort and would like to thank you for your previous
considerations. Please inform us of your thoughts on the above matters, the proper procedures to
be followed and your recommendations on these and any other measures that should be considered.
The Washington State Labor Council, AFL-CIO has always been of great assistance to educators
in this state and we respectfully call on you once again.
Again Rick, thanks for your help and counsel in this matter. We look forward to hearing from you.
In unity,
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Greg Alarid
On behalf of the
United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA
5328 7th Avenue North East
Seattle, Washington 98105
206 528-2487
206 324-9385

cc: All WSLC Vice-Presidents
All Central Labor Councils
Susan Levy, WFT
Jim Seibert, WEA

United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA
May 9, 1995
Jim Seibert, Executive Director
Washington Education Association
33434 Eighth Avenue South
Federal Way, Washington 98003-6397
Dear Jim,
As you know, the Board of Trustees at Central Washington University voted in January against
allowing CWU faculty to vote on union representation for the purpose of collective bargaining. In
so doing, the Board turned aside the fact that union authorization cards had been signed by 64% of
the faculty . By any fair standard this was a clear call on the part of faculty to allow the democratic
process to go forward . Yet, without any explanation, the Board refused to respect the request of
the United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA. The vote was unanimous with one member of the
Board, Wilfred Woods, absent.
As of this writing, the Board and CWU President Ivory Nelson remain unwilling to change their
anti-democratic and anti-union attitude and allow a secret ballot election to be held. It should be
noted that one positive development has occurred, the recent appointment by Governor Lowry of
Mike Sells to the CWU Board. Mike fills the vacancy left by departing Trustee, Sue Gould, who
was unequivocal in her opposition to the union . As you know, Mike is a respected educator and
long-time member of the labor community. We look forward to his presence on the Board.

In light of these events at CWU we are writing to seek your counsel on how the United Facuhy of
Central, AFT/NEA, together with the labor community in our state, might best enlighten the CWU
Board of Trustees, compel the Board to act fairly and allow the democratic process to proceed, and
demonstrate our resolve on this issue. Specifically, we are interested in any appropriate measures
that might be taken in response to the anti-union actions of individual Board members, the CWU
President, as well as the University as a separate entity. For example, could this include: the
placement of the University on the WEA Unfair to Labor list and a corresponding boycott of the
use of University facilities for conferences by the WEA and WEA affiliates; the widespread
publication of the anti-union vote taken by each of the Trustees, both within the education and
labor communities, and among other democratically minded public policy groups with which we
are associated; and a request that other policy groups outside of education and labor respect such
an action and refrain from using CWU facilities . In addition, it appears that CWU President, Ivory
Nelson is on the Board of Trustees for Key Bank ofWashington. Are there appropriate measures
to be taken with respect to the withdrawal of WEA related funds from this institution in light of his
anti-union actions?
Ahhough a campaign encompassing the University's business interests, corporate connections,
political alliances, etc. is perhaps unusual in the public sector, the anti-union stance of these public
appointees has been particularly disturbing. A request for public records has revealed documents
which the Board considered in their closed door deliberations on this issue . These documents

include information that appears to be from a union-busting consultant; a defamatory anti-union
letter sent to the CWU Board from Phil Tullar who was at the time President of Yakima Valley
Community College; and written statements from the CWU President urging the Board to refuse
the union's request and informing at least one legislator, Representative Helen Sommers, of his
anti-union position. We do not believe that this is appropriate behavior on the part of these public
officials.
The United Faculty of Central has acted in good faith and with respect throughout our effort. We
have repeatedly demonstrated our desire to build a non-adversarial collaborative relationship with
the Board and administration and form a partnership that will benefit all members of the University
community. It appears the Board neither trusts or believes that our intentions are sincere, and this
despite the success in building such a relationship at Eastern Washington University by the United
Faculty of Eastern, AFrINEA. We have no desire to take any action that is misguided and results
in undue strain upon the University, faculty, students, etc. Any action taken will be carefully
weighed in light of the impact it may have on all members of the University community. However,
the Board's refusal to allow the democratic process to proceed must not be taken lightly.
We greatly appreciate your assistance in this effort. Please inform us of your thoughts on the
above matters, the proper procedures to be followed and your reconunendations on these and any
other measures that should be considered. The Washington Education Association has always
been of great assistance to educators in this state and we respectfully call on you once again.
Again Jim, thanks for your help and counsel in this matter. We look forward to hearing from you.
In unity,
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Greg Alarid
On behalf of the
United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA
5328 7th Avenue North East
Seattle, Washington 98105
206 528-2487
206 324-9385

cc: Rick Bender, WSLC
Susan Levy, WFT

United Faculty of Eastern, AFT/NEA
Collective Bargaining Agreement Information - 4/20/95
Compensation
All faculty will receive all salary increases the legislature authorizes .

In addition to any legislative increases, equity money amounting to 1.5% of the total faculty salary
pool will be distributed to aU faculty for three of the next four years . Equity money applies to all
programs including Athletics, Asia University program, and the Library . Equity money for
these programs will equal 1. 5% of their respective salary pools .
Senior full professors who made over $45,000 will receive approximately 12.5% from equity
pool over the next four years . This includes equity money that had been frozen for 93-94 and 9495.
Junior faculty will benefit from increased promotion funding and salary floors .
Promotions
Pre-contract

1st year
of new contract

3rd year
of new contract

Assist. to Assoc.

$1700

$2700

$3000

Assoc. to Full

$1700

$4000

$4500

Assoc. Lecturer to
Senior Lecturer

0

$1600

$1650

Assoc. to Senior
Associate

0

$1600

$1650

Associate faculty may now receive promotions . New faculty categories, Lecturer and Senior
Lecturer, Associate and Senior Associate have been established. Lecturers, associates and coaches
may receive multi-year appointments .
Salary floors
1st year
3rd year

Assistant
$32,000
$33,000

Associate
$36,000
$40,000

Full
$40,000
$45,000

"'Librarians will receive .5% of the total librarian salary base to use for salary floors .
Productivity money
During the four years of the contract, if annual enrollment increases by 2%, faculty will receive a
.75% salary increase. Each additional 2% annual increase in enrollment will result in faculty
receiving an additional 1% salary increase.

OVER

Merit funding
Approximately $335 ,000 will remain available in the merit bonus pool for the life of the
agreement. These funds will be allocated according to criteria developed by departments .
Faculty Development Funds
Allocation of $900 per probationary and tenured faculty member annually. These funds will be
distributed according to individual college/university library and departmental plans .
Summer research grants will be restored to $200,000 by the end of this four year contract.
Career Development Plans
The contract states that career development plans are, " for goal setting purposes." "The sole
purpose" of five year peer review of career development plans is to provide a positive and
systematic procedure for faculty development in the context ofthe deparonent plan . "Careersupport peer review shall not be used in making promotion, disciplinary or dismissal
decisions."
Other Areas of Note
-Workload parameters will be preserved not increased.
-Departments and colleges are to be primary determiners of promotion and tenure .
-Strengthened grievance procedure ending in binding arbitration .
-UFE included in any budget discussions, move to a more rational and open budget making
process, decision making and planning centered at the college and department level.
-Strengthened criteria in place in the event of program elimination and financial exigency, UFE
included in process .
-Academic freedom, tenure and hiring standards, professional and other leaves preserved or
improved. Retirement plans maintained .
Binding and Enforceable Agreement
The terms of this agreement once ratified are legally binding upon the UFE and the Board of
Trustees . Changes to the terms of employment covered in the agreement cannot take place
unilaterally. Any proposed changes are subject to negotiations and agreement by both parties . The
agreement is enforceable using the negotiated grievance procedure that culminates with the final
dispute resolution mechanism ofthird-party arbitration that is binding upon both parties .

Chapter Identification and Table of Contents
Below you will fmd a brief description of the major components of the
tentative agreement.

CHAPTER I.

Academic Freedom and Tenure; Teaching Load, Summer & Other
Responsibilities

p5

A.

p7

B.
Teaching Load, Summer Session, and Other Professional
Responsibilities. Maintains the average load of 36 teaching units, the Senate
and UFE to be consulted on any changes to the method of computing load.
Pulls together the current requirements of teaching responsibility, provides
for faculty advising, maintains summer pay.

CHAPTER II.

Statement of Academic Freedom and Tenure.
Incorporates the 1940 Statement of Principles.

Academic Organization & Appointment, Assignment, Rank and
Promotion

p7

A.
Principles.
Sections 1 -3 were carried forward from existing policy with slight
modification. Section 4 builds a departmental and college planning structure
for creating a coherent EWU plan.

p9

B.
Faculty Development Plans - Department Plans.
Replaces the letter of expectations with individual faculty development plans
for all probationary and special faculty, plans begin at hire (rather than at year
3 or 4). Plans are the responsibility of the Department, with approval by the
College/Dean. Stresses that absent serious process problems that the
Department and college recommendation's are presumed to be valid.

plO

C.
Selection of Department Chair.
Maintained faculty nomination by election, 4 year terms the norm.

p 10

D.

p10

E.
Qualifications for Rank.
Eliminated the title of Instructor and added the titles of Lecturer and Senior
Lecturer and Senior Associate for special faculty.

p12

F.

p13

G.
Types of Appointments.
No significant changes except where added job security is provided for
Lecturers and Associates and more notice of non renewal is given once
promoted to "Senior" Lecturer/Associate.

p18

H.
Notice Rights- Reappointment, Nonreappointment and Separation. no
significant change.

p 19

I. Promotion and Enhancement; Evaluation. no significant change.

p21

J. Procedures for Dealing With Retention of Probationary Faculty, Tenure,
and Promotion.

Faculty Status. no significant change

Faculty Recruitment. no significant change

1

Major changes. Provides for College and Department Personnel Committees
and Chairs and Deans working together, with reconsideration opportunities
built into each step of the process.
p22

K.
Role of the Deans.
Negotiate the standards for review with the faculty. Evaluated by faculty
every 5 years.

p22

L.
Role of the Provost.
Provost's authority to independently review the recommendation of the
department and college (where there is concurrence) is limited to
process/procedure questions.

p22

M.
Career Development Plans.
After receiving tenure, faculty will engage in a "care:er support review
process," the "sole" purpose being to provide a positive procedure for faculty
development in the context of the departmental plan. May not be used in
personnel actions.

CHAPTER Ill.

Compensation

p22

A.
General Salary Increase.
Whatever increase is authorized (not necessarily funded) will be provided all
faculty in the faculty bargaining unit.

p22

B.
Equity Salary Adjustments.
The plan is funded at 1.5% for the 1996, 97, and 98. Some changes to the
formula to remove some of the larger problems with the original. Applies to
all faculty.

p23

c.

p24

D.
Hiring-In Guidelines.
Requires that new hires or administrators returning back to the department
not be given a salary that creates a new salary inequity.

p24

E.
Promotion Increases
Established promotion increases equal to 7.5% of the Associate floor and
10% of the Professor floor for faculty promoted to those ranks (a 5% of the
Assistant floor will be used for Associate Lecturer and Librarian I
promotions)

p24

F.
Bona fide Better Offers.
Allows departments (at the request of a faculty member) to request that the
Institution match (or counter) a verified better offer from another institution.

p24

G.

Pay Periods and Salary Payment Policies

p24

H.

Salary on Return from Leave

p25

I.
Minimum Salaries by Rank.
Minimum salaries for each rank are established for the first time. They
increase again in 1997.

·p25

J.
Productivity.
To fmd dollars for faculty salaries or development in future years the contract
provides for an increase in salary in 1996 for increases in enrollment, in

Merit. Carried forward from existing policy

2

subsequent years the generated revenue from increased enrollment may be
spent by the college faculty for other developmental activities.
p26

K.
Support for Research, Development, and Institutional Enhancement.
Faculty development funds are established at $900 per faculty member.
Summer research grants are returned to their former levels over the term of
the contract, and the library is given some protection.

CHAPTER VI.

Personal and Professional Leave.

p27-29 Carried forward from existing policy with minor changes.
CHAPTER V.

Program Discontinuance and Fiscal Exigency.

p30

A.
Program Discontinuance.
Establishes clear process for program discontinuance including opportunities
for retraining and program marketing.

p30

B.
Fiscal Exigency.
Carried forward from existing policy with minor changes to include UFE in
the process and to improve the notice requirements.

p30

C.
Reductions.
Carried forward from existing policy with minor changes.

p32

E.
Dismissal.
Carried forward from existing policy with some modifications to reflect
UFE's involvement.

p34

F.
Discipline.
New provision which requires all discipline to be for just cause.

CHAPTER VI.

Dispute Resolution Procedures.

p34-36
Replaces the grievance procedure with a provision that ends in binding
arbitration, includes co-mediation at the early stages of a dispute.
CHAPTER VII.

UFE Relationship

p36

A.
UFE Privileges and Related Provisions.
Establishes UFE as the official bargaining representative for those faculty
who have designated UFE as such.

p37

B.
Policies Which the University and the UFE Agree to Negotiate.
Agreement to continue to negotiate over several policies that require
additional attention.

CHAPTER VIII. Terms of Agreement. .
p37

A.
Policies and Procedures Incorporated by Reference.
Carried forward from existing policy.

p37

B.
Miscellaneous Provisions.
Establishes the terms of the contract. Four year agreement that may be
opened by either party as the need arises.

3

Dispute Resolution Forms.

p39

APPENDIX I.

p43

APPENDIX II.
Programs and Titles in UFE Bargaining Unit
Deflnes the positions that are eligible for the UFE represented bargaining
unit.

p44

APPENDIX ill.
Areas of Mutual Interest.
Included for context, this section provides the framework for dealing with
enrollment and improvements in institutional operations.

p47

APPENDIXIV.
PERFORMANCEEVALUATION
Included for context, this section was the basis for many of the changes
negotiated in the promotion, tenure process.

p50

APPENDIX V.
AAUP Ethical Hiring Standards.
Incorporates the Ethical hiring guidelines into the agreement.
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Major Themes in the Tentative UFE-EWU Agreement
SALARY ISSUES
+-"+
Faculty salaries should be raised toward peers. Captured 50% to 70% of enrollment
growth revenue. All authorized general salary increases passed on to everyone even if
not fully funded by the Legislature.
+++ Workload should be preserved/not increased beyond peers.
++
Equity pay plan preserved with improvements.
++
IOU for greater than $45,000 distributed.
+
Merit plan preserved.
o
Salary savings preserved.
RESEARCH AND INSTRUCI'IONAL SUPPORT
+
Library recognized as an important facet of University.
+++ Research support restored to 200,000 over contract.
+++ Travel and Professional development guaranteed at $900 per faculty member.
+
Some coordination of instructional resources.
PROMOTION AND TENURE
+ + + Departments and Colleges to be primary determiners of promotion and tenure.
+++ Letters of Expectation, now called Faculty Development Plans, are set at the Departmental
and College Levels.
+++ Promotions are meaningful 5%, 7.5% and 10% of promoted floor. Availability of funds
not to be a factor.
PERSONNEL ISSUES
~ + Grievance procedure ends in binding arbitration with only restriction being that the
arbitrator cannot award tenure or grant a promotion but can award pay increases,
extend the employment or remand for reconsideration with guidance.
+++ Association and Lecture (new) positions are provided some job security and access to pay
raises and promotions.
BUDGET ISSUES
+ + + UFE included in any budget discussions, move to a more rational and open budget
making process, decision making and planning pushed down to the College and
Department.
+++ Criteria in place for Program Elimination and Financial Exigency, UFE included in
process.
University given permission to move to 75% full-time tenure & tenure track and 25%
term/part-time ratio over the 4 years of agreement through attrition & retirements.
OTHER AND UFE
+ + + Academic Freedom, Tenure and Ethical Hiring standards, workloads, professional and
other leaves preserved or improved, retirement plans maintained. All policies not
specifically altered through this bargain remain and are enforceable through the
contract.
+++ UFE established as a continuing representative for faculty, has access to release time and
office.

CODE: +++=meets goal; ++=meets settlement standard; +=some improvement; o=no
significant change; -=minor loss with little impact; -=significant loss; -=major loss

United Faculty of Eastern, AFT/NEA
Collective Bargaining Agreement Information - 4/20/95
Compensation
All faculty will receive aU salary increases the legislature authorizes .
In addition to any legislative increases, equity money amoWlting to 1.5% of the total faculty salary
pool will be distributed to all facu lty for three of the next four years . Equity money applies to aJI
programs including Athletics, Asia University program, and the Library . Equity money for
these programs will equall. 5% oftheir respective salary pools.

Senior fuJI professors who made over $45 ,000 will receive approximately 12.5% from equity
pool over the next four years. This includes equity money that had been frozen for 93-94 and 9495.
Junior faculty will benefit from increased promotion funding and salary floors .
Promotions
Pre-contract

1st year
of new contract

3rd year
of new contract

Assist. to Assoc .

$1700

$2700

$3000

Assoc. to Full

$1700

$4000

$4500

Assoc. Lecturer to
Senior Lecturer

0

$1600

$1650

Assoc. to Senior
Associate

0

$1600

$1650

Associate faculty may now receive promotions. New faculty categories, Lecturer and Senior
Lecturer, Associate and Senior Associate have been established. Lecturers, associates and coaches
may receive multi-year appointments .
Salary floors
1st year
3rd year

Assistant
$32,000
$33,000

Associate
$36,000
$40,000

Full
$40,000
$45,000

"'Librarians will receive .5% of the total librarian salary base to use for salary floors .
Productivity money
During the four years of the contract, if annual enrollment increases by 2%, faculty will receive a
.75% salary increase. Each additional 2% annual increase in enrollment will result in faculty
receiving an additional 1% salary increase.

OVER

Merit funding
Approximately $335 ,000 will remain available in the merit bonus pool for the life of the
agreement. These funds will be allocated according to criteria developed by departments .
Faculty Development Funds
Allocation of $900 per probationary and tenured faculty member annually . These funds will be
distributed according to individual college/university library and departmental plans .
Summer research grants will be restored to $200,000 by the end ofthis four year contract .
Career Development Plans
The contract states that career development plans are, "for goal setting purposes." "The sole
purpose'' of five year peer review of career development plans is to provide a positive and
systematic procedure for faculty development in the context ofthe department plan . "Careersupport peer review shall not be used in making promotion, disciplinary or dismissal
decisions."
Other Areas of Note
-Workload parameters will be preserved not increased .
-Departments and colleges are to be primary determiners of promotion and tenure.
-Strengthened grievance procedure ending in binding arbitration .
-UFE included in any budget discussions, move to a more rational and open budget making
process, decision making and planning centered at the college and department level.
-Strengthened criteria in place in the event of program elimination and financial exigency, UFE
included in process.
-Academic freedom , tenure and hiring standards, professional and other leaves preserved or
improved. Retirement plans maintained.
Binding and Enforceable Agreement
The terms of this agreement once ratified are legally binding upon the UFE and the Board of
Trustees . Changes to the terms of employment covered in the agreement cannot take place
unilaterally. Any proposed changes are subject to negotiations and agreement by both parties . The
agreement is enforceable using the negotiated grievance procedure that culminates with the final
dispute resolution mechanism ofthird-party arbitration that is binding upon both parties .

Chapter Identification and Table of Contents
Below you will fmd a brief description of the major components of the
tentative agreement.

CHAPTER I.

Academic Freedom and Tenure; Teaching Load, Summer & Other
Responsibilities

p5

A.

p7

B.
Teaching Load, Summer Session, and Other Professional
Responsibilities. Maintains the average load of 36 teaching units, the Senate
and UFE to be consulted on any changes to the method of computing load.
Pulls together the current requirements of teaching responsibility, provides
for faculty advising, maintains summer pay.

CHAPTER II.

Statement of Academic Freedom and Tenure.
Incorporates the 1940 Statement of Principles.

Academic Organization & Appointment, Assignment, Rank and
Promotion

p7

A.
Principles.
Sections 1 -3 were carried forward from existing policy with slight
modification. Section 4 builds a departmental and college planning structure
for creating a coherent EWU plan.

p9

B.
Faculty Development Plans - Department Plans.
Replaces the letter of expectations with individual faculty development plans
for all probationary and special faculty, plans begin at hire (rather than at year
3 or 4). Plans are the responsibility of the Department, with approval by the
College/Dean. Stresses that absent serious process problems that the
Department and college recommendation's are presumed to be valid.

p 10

C.
Selection of Department Chair.
Maintained faculty nomination by election, 4 year terms the norm.

plO

D.

p10

E.
Qualifications for Rank.
Eliminated the title of Instructor and added the titles of Lecturer and Senior
Lecturer and Senior Associate for special faculty.

p12

F.

p 13

G.
Types of Appointments.
No significant changes except where added job security is provided for
Lecturers and Associates and more notice of non renewal is given once
promoted to "Senior" Lecturer/Associate.

p18

H.
Notice Rights- Reappointment, Nonreappointment and Separation. no
significant change.

p19

I. Promotion and Enhancement; Evaluation. no significant change.

p21

J. Procedures for Dealing With Retention of Probationary Faculty, Tenure,
and Promotion.

Faculty Status. no significant change

Faculty Recruitment. no significant change

1

Major changes. Provides for College and Department Personnel Committees
and Chairs and Deans working together, with reconsideration opportunities
built into each step of the process.
p22

K.
Role of the Deans.
Negotiate the standards for review with the faculty. Evaluated by faculty
every 5 years.

p22

L.
Role of the Provost.
Provost's authority to independently review the recommendation of the
department and college (where there is concurrence) is limited to
process/procedure questions.

p22

M.
Career Development Plans.
After receiving tenure, faculty will engage in a "career support review
process," the "sole" purpose being to provide a positive procedure for faculty
development in the context of the departmental plan. May not be used in
personnel actions.

CHAPTER Ill.

Compensation

p22

A.
General Salary Increase.
Whatever increase is authorized (not necessarily funded) will be provided all
faculty in the faculty bargaining unit.

p22

B.
Equity Salary Adjustments.
The plan is funded at 1.5% for the 1996, 97, and 98. Some changes to the
formula to remove some of the larger problems with the original. Applies to
all faculty.

p23

c.

p24

D.
Hiring-In Guidelines.
Requires that new hires or administrators returning back to the department
not be given a salary that creates a new salary inequity.

p24

E.
Promotion Increases
Established promotion increases equal to 7.5% of the Associate floor and
10% of the Professor floor for faculty promoted to those ranks (a 5% of the
Assistant floor will be used for Associate Lecturer and Librarian I
promotions)

p24

F.
Bona fide Better Offers.
Allows departments (at the request of a faculty member) to request that the
Institution match (or counter) a verified better offer from another institution.

p24

G.

Pay Periods and Salary Payment Policies

p24

H.

Salary on Return from Leave

p25

I.
Minimum Salaries by Rank.
Minimum salaries for each rank are established for the first time. They
increase again in 1997.

.p25

J.
Productivity.
To find dollars for faculty salaries or development in future years the contract
provides for an increase in salary in 1996 for increases in enrollment, in

Merit. Carried forward from existing policy

2

subsequent years the generated revenue from increased enrollment may be
spent by the college faculty for other developmental activities.
r

p26

Support for Research, Development, and Institutional Enhancement.
K.
Faculty development funds are established at $900 per faculty member.
Summer research grants are returned to their former levels over the term of
the contract, and the library is given some protection.

CHAPTER VI.

Personal and Professional Leave.

p27-29 Carried f01ward from existing policy with minor changes.
CHAPTER V.

Program Discontinuance and Fiscal Exigency.

p30

A.
Program Discontinuance.
Establishes clear process for program discontinuance including opportunities
for retraining and program marketing.

p30

B.
Fiscal Exigency.
Carried forward from existing policy with minor changes to include UFE in
the process and to improve the notice requirements.

p30

C.
Reductions.
Carried forward from existing policy with minor changes.

p32

E.
Dismissal.
Carried forward from existing policy with some modifications to reflect
UFE's involvement.

p34

F.
Discipline.
New provision which requires all discipline to be for just cause.

CHAPTER VI.

Dispute Resolution Procedures.

p34-36
Replaces the grievance procedure with a provision that ends in binding
arbitration, includes co-mediation at the early stages of a dispute.
CHAPTER VII.

UFE Relationship

p36

A.
UFE Privileges and Related Provisions.
Establishes UFE as the official bargaining representative for those faculty
who have designated UFE as such.

p37

Policies Which the University and the UFE Agree to Negotiate.
B.
Agreement to continue to negotiate over several policies that require
additional attention.

CHAPTER VIII. Terms of Agreement.
p37

A.
Policies and Procedures Incorporated by Reference.
Carried forward from existing policy.

p37

B.
Miscellaneous Provisions.
Establishes the terms of the contract. Four year agreement that may be
opened by either party as the need arises.
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Dispute Resolution Forms.

p39

APPENDIX I.

p43

APPENDIX II.
Programs and Titles in UFE Bargaining Unit
Defmes the positions that are eligible for the UFE represented bargaining
unit.

p44

APPENDIX ill.
Areas of Mutual Interest.
Included for context, this section provides the framework for dealing with
enrollment and improvements in institutional operations.

p47

APPENDIX IV.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Included for context, this section was the basis for many of the changes
negotiated in the promotion, tenure process.

p50

APPENDIX V.
AAUP Ethical Hiring Standards.
Incorporates the Ethical.hiring guidelines into the agreement.
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Faculty salaries should be raised toward peers. Captured 50% to 70% of enrollment
growth revenue. All authorized general salary increases passed on to everyone even if
not fully funded by the Legislature.
+++ Workload should be preserved/not increased beyond peers.
++
Equity pay plan preserved with improvements.
++
IOU for greater than $45,000 distributed.
+
Merit plan preserved.
o
Salary savings preserved.
RESEARCH AND INSTRUCI10NAL SUPPORT
+
Library recognized as an important facet of University.
+ + + Research support restored to 200,000 over contract.
+++ Travel and Professional development guaranteed at $900 per faculty member.
+
Some coordination of instructional resources.
PROMOTION AND TENURE
+ + + Departments and Colleges to be primary determiners of promotion and tenure.
+ + + Letters of Expectation, now called Faculty Development Plans, are set at the Departmental
and College Levels.
+++ Promotions are meaningful 5%, 7.5% and 10% of promoted floor. Availability of funds
not to be a factor.
PERSONNEL
ISSUES
\
:+- + Grievance procedure ends in binding arbitration with only restriction being that the
arbitrator cannot award tenure or grant a promotion but can award pay increases,
extend the employment or remand for reconsideration with guidance.
+++ Association and Lecture (new) positions are provided some job security and access to pay
raises and promotions.
BUDGET ISSUES
+ + + UFE included in any budget discussions, move to a more rational and open budget
making process, decision making and planning pushed down to the College and
Department.
+++ Criteria in place for Program Elimination and Financial Exigency, UFE included in
process.
University given permission to move to 75% full-time tenure & tenure track and 25%
term/part-time ratio over the 4 years of agreement through attrition & retirements.
OTHER AND UFE
+++ Academic Freedom, Tenure and Ethical Hiring standards, workloads, professional and
other leaves preserved or improved, retirement plans maintained. All policies not
specifically altered through this bargain remain and are enforceable through the
contract.
+ + + UFE established as a continuing representative for faculty, has access to release time and
office.

CODE: +++=meets goal; ++=meets settlement standard; +=some improvement; o=no
significant change; -=minor loss with little impact; -=significant loss; -=major loss

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

March 13, 1995
Ivory Nelson, President
Central Washington University
Campus
Dear President Nelson:
On behalf of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee, I am forwarding the attached Senate
Motion 2996 to you for submission to the Board of Trustees. As the Senate motion calls for
reconsideration of an issue voted upon at the last Board of Trustees meeting on January 27,
1995, the attached motion will need to reach the Board in such time that it may be taken up at the
next Board meeting on Ma~ch 29, 1·995. This is in keeping with the section ofRobert's Rules of
Order (Part One, Article III, Item 27) providing for motions to reconsider.
We wish to clarify that we are taking this action for two reasons: First, the Faculty Senate is the
sole body recognized in the Faculty Code to represent the faculty of the University, and, as such,
rightly should be the group to approach the Board of Trustees. Second, it is clearly the majority
opinion of the faculty ofthe University that the Board should agree to allow an election on
collective bargaining to occur. Inasmuch as the faculty is the constituency that the Faculty
Senate represents, the Senate has voted unanimously to ask the Board to reconsider the issue.
The Faculty Senate earlier he!ped to facilitate the request made to the Board of Trustees by the
United Faculty ofCentral. The Board most graciously allowed the United Faculty ofCentral to
present their case, even though there was no binding reason in the Faculty Code or elsewhere for
the Board to recognize the group. Perhaps it was for this. reason that the Board did not entertain
any discussion ofthe issue, or give any reason for their decision to decline the request ofthe
United Faculty of Central. As the recognized representative body of the faculty of Central
Washington University, the Faculty Senate now assumes the task ofkeeping this issue open for
the discussion which the faculty of the University strongly feel was denied them.
For the Board's consideration in deciding whether to honor the Senate's motion, we would like to
describe briefly a few themes which have emerged out of the overall faculty response to the
Board's action of January 27. In doing so, it must be stressed that, with no discussion having
occurred, many faculty have responded to quotes in the local newspaper, or to what a Board
member said to someone--both of these things occurring after the meeting. If such faculty
members' perceptions are inaccurate, we submit that such is the case because ofthe lack of
discussion, and that the Board's agreement to reconsider and discuss the issue would improve the
situation.
E';·;;;e 409 • 400 E 8th Avenue • Ellensburg.
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One prevalent theme is that the faculty in general are simply insulted that the Board would
assume them to be so naive in what they are doing. Surely the Board must realize that the
faculty are intelligent, highly educated people who literally spend their lives considering issues,
weighing options, and reaching conclusions. Yet they seem to have been told by the Board that
they are acting on a whim, dabbling in something that they do not grasp and have not
investigated. Such behavior would be out of character for a university faculty . Indeed,
university faculties are notorious for just the opposite, i. e., being overly conservative and
reluctant to act on anything simply because they see so many facets to any issue and discuss it to
death. If this faculty has acted as strongly as it has on an issue, then one can be assured the issue
has been examined and understood .
Related to the first theme is the idea that it is the Board that does not understand the issue. This
would be supported by statements to the effect that the outcomes which the faculty seek are not
what unions are about, and by continued insistence that collective bargaining cannot be
cooperative in spirit. Clearly the Board has not examined models derived from recent collective
bargaining in Higher Education. In fact, those faculty who have gained access to the briefing
information on collective bargaining which was sent to Board members prior to the January 27
meeting have noted that certain critical materials in that briefing packet were quite dated. In
particular, the "Notes from a Seminar on Collective Bargaining-August 9, 1972" seems to have
been presented as the model of what the collective bargaining process is like . Together with the
1967 Glossary of Collective Bargaining Terms, it presents a labor union picture not unlike what
might go on in a factory or coal mine. Collective bargaining in Higher Education barely existed
in 1972. Models of a collective bargaining process specific and relevant to Higher Education
have evolved enormously since 1972, and yet it appears that no models of collectively
bargaining from Higher Education proceedings have been examined by the Board .
Another theme is that the presentation which the United Faculty of Central made to the Board
was highly controlled by the Board. In effect, the Board instructed the UFC to make their
presentation by answering four questions, then replied that the issues involved in those four
questions are not what unions are about. Perhaps, given freedom to organize a presentation
along the lines oftheir own insights, the UFC might have addressed issues which are what
unions are about.
·
All three ofthe themes mentioned above are, more or less, reactions to the action which the
Board took on January 27. More fundamentally important than any ofthem is the deep
frustration that the faculty feel in their present inability to participate personally and collectively
in what is literally a war we must wage to protect and preserve Higher Education. We are facing
constantly decreasing resources balanced against constantly increasing demands for both
delivery and accountability . We are dealing with a canted perception both of what we are doing
and should be doing, on the part of both the government and the public. And we are dealing with
a political environment which seems increasingly to go to the polar opposites on issues, and not
to the moderate middle ground. The way we must influence this environment is by means of
unified blocks of power, and the faculty presently have no way of exercising such unity outside
the University .
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The faculty are greatly puzzled that the administration and the Board would not welcome the
opportunity to join forces with the faculty in order to wield as powerful a block of influence as
possible in the fight to protect and preserve Higher Education. Of course, the faculty could all
join a union, and attempt to present their case in that unified manner, separate from the
University administration (i . e., without a collectively bargained agreement with the
administration,) but this is clearly not a time to fight separately. It is rather a time to air any
differences we might have internally, resolve them internally, and then proceed together with all
the force we can bring to bear.
Finally, let it be noted that both of these realms of concern--first the several aspects of what
might be called upset reaction to the action of the Board, and second the frustration over inability
to participate in a solution to the real and valid crisis situation in Higher Education--contribute to
a serious morale problem currently affecting the faculty ofCWU. This morale problem is
evidenced in recent happenings such as the fact that only six faculty bothered to try to get
sabbaticals this year, and only four bothered to submit materials to be considered for
Distinguished Professor honors. Our morale problem negatively impacts the ability of the
faculty to fully exercise the governance structure we presently have. It is probably impacting our
ability to educate students in some instances. The Board, perhaps unknowingly, contributed to
the further deterioration of faculty morale quite substantially through the manner in which they
handled the collective bargaining issue on January 27 . We ask that they do not follow up with
yet another blow by failing to reconsider the issue at their next meeting.

Sincerely,

/· , _i:rl

JJ

~/~0i/ yt~-l~--c{

Sidney . Nesselroad, Chair
Central ashington University Faculty Senate
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FACULTY SENATE
SUBSTITUTE MOTION #2996:

WHEREAS the Board of Trustees of Central Washington University unanimously rejected
the request of United Faculty of Central to hold an election for collective bargaining without
offering any explanation, and
WHEREAS 65% of the faculty at Central Washington University expressed the desire to
have such an election, and
WHEREAS the Faculty Senate of Central Washington University has voted unanimously
in favor of enabling legislation for collective bargaining, and
WHEREAS the summary rejection of the principle of collective bargaining runs counter to
the spirit of shared governance, and
WHEREAS the President has expressed strong support for shared governance, and
WHEREAS higher education faces a nationwide crisis which calls for cooperation and
collaboration among faculty, administration and Board,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Faculty Senate of Central Washington University
hereby expresses strong disagreement with the Board of Trustees in its unilateral action and
calls for reconsideration of the issue.
Motion passed unanimously by Faculty Senate on February 22, 1995.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the President

April24, 1995

Honorable Nita Rinehart
Chair, Senate Ways and Means Committee
John A. Cherberg Building
Olympia, WA 98504
Dear Senator Rinehart:
As a member of the Budget Conference Committee, I am writing to you on behalf of
current and future students, staff, and faculty at Central Washington University. This is
a critical time for Central and for the rest of higher education in our state. This is the
time w~en you, as conferees, must decide whether public higher education in
Washington will move into the future with the ability to provide access to the students
of our state. Access will be determined by the ability of our universities to
accommodate students and by having the quality of education to attract the best and the
brightest.
At Central Washington University, we have shown our commitment to providing access
by accepting almost 700 students above those funded by the state. However, we have
reached our limit of marginally funded students. To have more .students we must have
the funding to hire additional faculty and provide the necessary instructional
environment; that cannot be done by funding on the margin. In our budget request this
year we asked for additional enrollment of250 students in each year of the biennium.
The Senate version of the budget is preferred. It fully funds new enrollment and
provides a total additional enrollment of 187 students for the biennium.
Central Washington University is proud to be undergraduate student centered with small
classes taught by excellent faculty. It is a university which appeals to many frrst
generation.·college students and their parents. · Central is also critical to the state's K-12
education system; we graduate more certified teachers for K-12 than any other
university in the state. To attract students and maintain our quality, four items are
critical: state general fund support, low.tuition and financial aid for students, and
Barge 314 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7500 • 509-963-2111 • FAX t:09-963-3206
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Honorable Nita Rinehan
Chair, Senate Ways and Means Committee
John A. Cherberg Building
Olympia, Washington 98504

Honorable Dale Foreman
House Republican Majority Leader
Legislative BuildiDg. Third Floor
Olympia, Washing1011 98504

Honorable Iean Silver
Chair, Howe Appropriations Comminee
John L. O'Brien Building • 1hird Floor
Olympia, Washington 98504

Honorable Jim West
Ranlcing Minority Member, Ways and Means
Institutions Building. F'arSL Floor
Olympia, Washin&ton 98504

Honorable Helen Somroers
Ranking Minority Member, House AppropriaLions
John L. O'Brien Building, Fourth Aoor
Olympia. Washington 98504

Honorable Valoria Loveland
Vice Chair, Senate Ways and Means
Legislative Building, Third Floor
Olympia. Washington 98504

Dear Budget Conferees:
I am writing on behalf of the Council of Presidents to identify ow prdcrences on lhe major blgher education
budget issues you face in fmali'zing the 1995-97 biennial operating budget.

Balanced fUnding Approach:

Pnttet Senate Po&idon

The Council of Presidents has consistently expressed the need Jor a balanced funding methodology for higher
education. The tbieo components we believe need to be addressed include: a strong general fund commiLment,
a reasonable tuition rate as 1M student's contribution, and adequate f11Wlcia1 aid to su.ppon those students for
whom affordability is an access issue. The Senate budget links the general fund share and the tuition share to
increases in per Clpita income. This Iialcagc is important becauSe it provides, for the fim time, codified
legislative iDteut laaguage for a gcn.eral fuad commitment 10 fund pubJic higher cduc:adon. Even though one
legislature tannOt techDiQlly bind another legislature. codification of ulls. intent sends a strong message 10 futwc
legislatures that public higher education merits the consiStent commitment of state general flUlds.
In ·addition, lbe Senate budiel addresses the third fundinl component. ranancial aid- The Senate budget provides
institul.ions with more very import.anl local financial aid flcx.ibllity, an~ il adds money Lo lhe State Need Grant
program. As students are asked lo assume more responsibility through tuition increases, need-based financial
aid becomes incrcasinJIY imponant.
~ngly oppose the general fund offset of the SC!D per year mandatory tuition increase Ja the Howe budgeL
We have argued that tuition iJ a user's fee, and that revenue rai&ed by ·tuilion increase~ should be used to
enhance the educational experience of those who pay iL lbc·House budgeL treats tUition as a tax. levied' on
students to suppon lhe general fund. We disagree with this approach.

We

504 E. 14Ch, Suite UO PJG-12
Olympia, Washington 98504-8412
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Current Tuition Rates as a Percent of Educational Cost
Compared to ESSB 5325 Tuition Rates as a
Percent of Educational Cost in 1995-96
Tuition Fees ~s a Percent

of Educational Cost
Current
Law

UWand.WSU
\ •·: .•. _···• .
Resident Undergraduate
Resident Graduate
Resident First Profess.

Nonresident Undergraduate
Nonresident Graduate
Nonresident First Profess.

28.4%
(*)
122.9%
"73.6%
(*)

ESSB 5325
As Passed House

ESSB 5325
As Passed House
... . ~\\'( ~o,. ~ur_~~arge
..... . .~./ 15% Surc.~arge ·
:> ......... ·:.:::)//::. /;J( :<:~\·..~. .! .• • ·:()(;?: ·: .: :.-: : : /:;:., ..
50.1%
57.6%
30.9%
35.6%
{*)
(*)

141.4%
77.5%
(*)

162.6%
89.1%
(*)

CWtJ,.EWU.I. TESC"'*....
·and. ·\IVWU.
. _.•.• . • . •. • . :_:·_·=.·•·:::. :•·
'.
. . ...·..

.

Resident Undergraduate
Resident Graduate
Nonresident Undergraduate
Nonresident Graduate
-~ommunity

31.5%
28.6%

42.6%

123.0%
92.0%

144.2%
129.5%

con&ges

Residents
Nonresidents

136.9%

*Professional rates (Medicine, Dentistry and Veterinary Medicine) are
calculated at .167 percent of the resident and nonresident graduate
rates.
**TESC proportion is based on CWU, EWU, and IJI/IMJ educational cost.
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165.9%
148.9%

.

.
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SSB 5325 - COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCES
ISSUE

HOUSE

INTENT

Emphasizing need to
improve access to higher
ed for baby boom echo
generation and others

SENATE

CURR. LAW

. (1) Stable, predictable

financing structure,
(2) tuition based on
per capita income, (3)
(see next section)

INTENT

No Reference

(3) Tax support for
public oostsecondary
instruction should
change with forecast
of per ·c apita income

FORMULABASE RATES

1994-95 tuition rates
become the base rates for
future adjustments

1994-95 tuition rates
become the base rates
for future adjustments

Rates based on
percent of ed
costs by college &
student types

TYPES OF
TUITION

There will be two types of
tuition: base and surcharge

No surcharges

No surcharges

TUITION
SETTING
AUTHORITY

Base tuition adjusted by
statutory formula.
Surcharge tuition set by
governing boards, within
statutory limits

Base rates are
adjusted by statutory
formula - using an
economic indicator

Rates are adjusted
by a statutory
.formula - using
percentage of ed
costs

Base Rates: Mandatory
increase of 5% per year
Surcharges: Up to 15%
yearly except CC residents

Base Rates: Adjusted
by percentage change
· in per capita income
Surcharges: None

Base Rates: Down
in 1995-96 & up
in 1996-97
Surcharges: None

Base Rates: Adjusted
by percentage change
in ~er capita income

Base Rates: Based
on a percent of ed
costs by college &
student type

TUITION1995-97

TUITION1997
AND
BEYOND

Base Rates: Percent of ed
costs, but minimum 4% &
maximum 6% increase
each year
Surcharges: Up to:
1 Oo/o res. undergrads, 20_%
res. grads & profs, 30%
nonresidents

Surcharges:

None

No statutory
reference

Surcharges: None

ENDORSEMENT

Whereas, the faculty of Central Washington University work hard to provide
the best educational environment for their student body; and
Whereas, students of character and leadership help foster a strong academic
environment to which Central faculty are so committed; and
Whereas; the Central Investment Fund Scholarship has been instrumental in
bringing 502 leadership merit students to our campus since 1977; and

)

Whereas, the faculty of Central Washington University have generously
committed their personal resources in support of the Central Investment -Fund
Scholarships;
Now, therefore, we the Faculty Senate of Central Washington University do
hereby endorse the

1995 CENTRAL INVESTL'vfE1VT FUND CAMPAIGN
on campus, and encourage all faculty of Central Washington University to affirm
their commitment to students through their generous support of the Central
Investment Fund Scholarship P~ogram.

ashu1.gton University Faculty Senate

